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"With Malice toward None

WYrMORlTÜOUlYr

'VOJLUME XVIII.

NEGRO MINSTREL TO BE
GIVEN APRIL 18th,
The Negro Minstrel to be
given by the Band Boys, will be
held on Monday Evening April
18th,. .The admission will be
50c plus war tax for adults, and
30c plus war tax for children
12 and under. The boy have decided to hold the minstrel in the
New Liberty Garage and there
will be ample room for everybody. Mr. Pendleton the owner
of the Garage has donated this
large building', for the Evening
and the Band Boys appreciate
his generosity and kindness.
Now lets all get busy and talk
"Minstrel" from morning until
night and give them one of the
largest audiences ever gathered
h Roy. .Remember th date
MONDAY APRIL 18th.
Tickets will be on sale Monday April 11th at both Banks,
the drug store and Postoffice.

The iiebekah Lodge of this
place held a banquet in their
Contract for New Building
to be let at once , hall Friday evening initfiediately
During the eveThe School Board held a very after Lodge.
ning
fifteen
candidatj$ were iniimportant meeting- Wednesday
evening which was attended by tiated into the secrets of the
all the members" of the" Board order. The work done ' by the
except Mrs. Willcox who was Drill Team of the Local Lodge,
away from town. ...The old Board was exemplified, in a manner
invited the newly elected Board which, would have been a credit
to be present and asked for their to a town many times the size
opinion on various matters ap- of Roy. - The Rebekah Lodge is
pertaining to the New Building. one of the fastest growing lodIt was decided ta ask for bids ges of the Fraternity of Roy
for the new building on April and we congratulate them on
25th and that bids be advertised the success they are making in
for in the Spanish American for their work.
three weeks.
CELEBRATES
The new building will contain
55th BIRTHDAY
ten class rooms, a large audito".'
rium with seating capacity of
v.
500, a music room, SuperintenMrs. C.W.B. Leatherman gave
dents room, halls, cloak rooms surprise supper to her husband
etc. It will be two story and last Thursday evening in honor
basement under whole building of his 55th birthday. All the
and will be constructed of brick, children and their families were
The invited and a pleasant evening
hollow tile, and cement.
size of the main building1 will be spent at the Leatherman home.
60 by 80 feet, and ther will be The supper was one of the best
two annexes, one on each end ever, and all present did ample
which will contain four extra justice to the loaded table. Mr.
class rooms, making a total of Leatherman is one of the har16 class rooms in all. It is the dest working men in Roy and
intention of the Board to begin can do more work than many
work on the building by May the half his age.
Here's wishing
first if possible and contractors dad Leatherman many more
must have same completed by such happy birthdays.
September 1st
Architect Berry of Amarillo
Elmer Neal was down from
Texas, met with the Board and Springer with his family last
gave them the complete plans Saturday visiting relatives and
and drawings of the building friends. Elmer jusa can't stay
and he stated that the School away from Roy and we'll 'bet it
complete with the two additional won't be long until his address
.wings should be erected for will be Roy instead of Springer.
about $54,000.00 this to include
steam heatng plant, blackboard
Th e freeze of last "Tuesday
and all necessary fixtures except night killed most of the, fruit
the actual school furniture.
on the mesa, especially peaches
It was also decided to have and plums ; the apples are not
suitable exercises on the date. of hurt as much as the other fruit
the laying of the comer stone, and there will probably be about
and this matter was turned over a, half crop of apples.
to Acacia Lodge A.F. and A.M.
who will have full charge of the Tuesday will be sworn into ofCorner Stone laying. . These fice the first Monday in May,
exercises will be held sometime and will complete the work now
"
.'
being outlined by the present
during May.
The New Board elected last Board.
;

MASS MEETING
Whole Mesa Invited.
There will be a mass meeting
held at the office of the Spanish American next Monday
evening April 11th, for the purpose of discussing the County
Fair proposition and the Harding County High School.
A number of other matters will
be brought up at this meeting
and the whole mesa is invited
to be present and discuss those
matters which are of importance
to all of us.This will also be the
regular meeting of the Chamber
of Commerce ,so come and get
acquainted and join this progressive organization. But come to
the meeting whether you are a
member or not .The matters to
be discussed will be a benefit to
the whole mesa.
R. S. Moran and
Pv. and
Robertson of Gould Okla.
have been visiting at the W, W.
Gikstrap home the. past week.
All are well pleased with the
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mesa and will probably become
'

residents of this part of' the
country at a later date.
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with Charity for All, and with Firmness in the Right.
APRIL 9, 1921

REBEKAHS HOLD BANQUET

SCHOOL BOARD
HOLDS MEETING.
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BODY OFARTURO
MONTOYA ARRIVES AT ROY

o. 13

MILLS CHAUTAUQUA
April 19th to 23rd.

The body of Arturo Montoya
arrived in Roy from France last
Thursday noon. The body on ar
rival from France at Hoboken
N.J. was shipped with the bodies
of several other soldiertyys to
Elpaso and reshipped from that
place to Roy.St.John L.Haywood
of troop F.7th Calvaryv came
with thecornse from Hoboken.
He with other soldiers delivered
the several bodies to their relatives at Tucumcari and Roy.
Undertaker I.CDodds took charge of the corpse on :urival at
Roy and the funeral arrangements were in charge of the Roy
Post of the Amrican Legion and
the funeral was conducted as a
military funeral , Friday after-

noon at 2.30. The body was taken to the Catholic Church
forenoon and Mass was
said by Father Vauchon, his former pastor who had charge of
the spiritual services. A large
crowd was present at the Church to do honor to our soldier
dead. The body was laid t6 rest
in the Roy Cemetery where a
beautiful lot .was purchased by
the Governmnt.
Arturo Montóva'was born 25
years ago near Lucero Mora Co.
and in 1904 moved with his par
ents to the RockSprings comm .
unity south of Roy.IIe joined
the army on April 28th 1918 and
was one of the many boys rushed to France in the dark days of
1918. He was in training in France but a few weeks "when he
went to the front and was killed
the day before Armistice Day
November 10th. 1918. Immediately after the war closed his parents made application to have
the body brought home.
Arturo was the youngest of

information on the
Ellison-Whit- e
Chatauqua pro- grom for the season indicates
a week of lectures, entertainment and music that should
please "Chautauqua fans". The
dates for Mills have been definitely set for April 19th, to 23rd.
The great comedy success,
"It Payo to Advertise", presented by the Keighley New York
Players, is one of the feature
attractions of the week. Probably no funnier farce ras ever
been written than "It Pays to
Advertise".
A musical event of particular
prominence rests in the coming
of Witepskie's Concert OrcheAdvance

BAPTIST CHURCH SOCIAL
A GRAND SUCCESS.

Large crowd in attendance.
The Church Social given at
the Baptist Church by the
young Folks last Friday evening
was well attended,, nearly 200
being present. Games of nearly
every discription were played by
the young folks and old ones too.
After a couple of hours, of merriment a fine lunch consisting
of cake and punch was served to
those present; And then more
games and contests were played ,
and several songs were rendered.
The whole evening was one of
much pleasure and those present report a fine time.
Mrs. Richard
returned from a four
weeks visit to Hot Springs, and
other eastern points last Saturday and both show that they
have had a needed rest and enTo the surprise
joyable time.
of their many friends, they
adopted a ten days old baby boy
at Denver, on their way home
and which will fill their home
with sunshine for many years
'
to come.
Mr. and

Kil-mur- ry

stra with Olive McCormick as
soloist. This Chicago Orchestra is under the leadership of
Meyer Witepskie, a brilliant
pianist and director. As an added feature in the evening comes
Olive McCormick, American coloratura soprano, 'formerly soloist of the Pittsburg Symphony Orchestra and the Pittsburgh
Other musical
Male Chorus.
events of interest are announced in the coming of The Apollo SCHOOL ELECTION QUIET.
Duo, The Margaret Reynolds
Only 103 votes cast.
Company and the Valda Four,
The School election for School
each representing two concerts
' District No. 33 wen,t off very
daily.
quietly last Tuesday and only
103 votes cast thruout the day.
TO OUR READERS
Very few.ladies exercised their
scarcely, any
On account of the printer right to vote arid
polls. The
at
the
were
farmers
being on the sick list this week,
vote was
light
the
for
reason
and not being able to get a man
in the
was
only
one
ticket
in his place, the results are that that
the
as
Citizens)
and
(The
field
this weeks paper is a daf late,
very
composed
of
was
the
ticket
which we are sorry that we had
for the board,
to keep you waiting, but we will best men available
every
was satis
one
naturally
try to do better next week.
fied and as they knew the ticket
The Editors.
was certain of election, little
three brothers and three sisters
forget
Dont
of
the
date
the interest was shown.
children of Mi .and Mrs. Jose M.
Of the 103 .votes cast, C L.
BOYS
BAND
Show
Minstrel
Montoya.allof whom survive him
led the ticket receiving
Justice
and arenow living in and near Monday evening April 18th,
of the 103 votes cast,
one
every
Every
one
your
is
invited,
"
tell
'
:
Roy.
received all but one,
Gibbs'
Dr.
Arturo was the only Roy boy friends about it.
Mr. Mahony all but two and Mr.
ofover a hundred that joined the
Mrs. A. S.Hanson,
Lester Alldredge and Mr.Ratcliff all
colors from Roy that wa3 killed
three or four. Several perin action.. The
offerings Floersheim and Walter Floer- but
received one vote each and
sons
sheim
vsiting
are
their
mother
from the American Legion of
they are being accused
course
of
Roy, Tucumcari-ímElpaso' as who is in a hospital at, Trinidad of Voting" fóf "themselves but
Colorado.'
We
understand Mrs.
well as the Red Cross were very
deny the charges. The elecbeautiful and showed the resp- Floersheim is improving very all
in the Country Districts
tion
slowly and will not be able for
ect shown our dead heroes.
an operation for several weeks. were all quiet vbut we did not
learn who was elected' in the
MEN
At the convention of the New different districts.
GET NO TAX EXEMPTION
Mexico Cattle and Horsegrowers
Discovery has ben made that Ass'n held in Albuquerque last
J. E. BUSEY COMPANY
the senate comittee substitute week, T. E. Mitchell of Albert
President and
for house bill No. 100 which is was
Only DeLaval Authorized
the new revenue code for N. M. E. M. O'Donnel of the Bell ranch
Station in
& Service
Vice
and
Miss
President
Bertha
Sales
passed by the last Legislature
repeals the exemption of $2000 Benson of Albuquerque Secre Town.
All machines on hand were
that had been granted all former tary.
Newest
purchased in 1921.
service men. Nothing can be
The Truthseekers and Bible Models, 1821 Impróvements.
done to remedy tho mistake unWe handle no other line of
til the next Legislature meets in Student classes of the Union
Sunday School held a Social at Separators. .Any kinds of
1922. Some blunder we say..
the Christian Church last Tues Terms You Need. .Full Stock
The two classes of Repairs.
A fire at Clayton Tuesday ni- day evening.
ght destroyed m Elevator, coal entered a contest several weeks
DeLaval Oil.
yard, oil station and one store. ago, sach class trying to learn
Allthat saved the whole businss the móst verses in the Bible. Send in your name for infor- district was high water pressure The Truthseekers won out and mation on Silo Prices and
the Bible students had to give Terms.
and lack of wind.
A good time was
the social."On Service Corner in
Mrs. A. N. Hanson teacher of reported by those present and
the Town of Roy".
all
lunch
of
was
the
the 7th and 8th Grades gave the best
to
for.
pay
losers
"
the
had
that
a party to her pupils at her
home last Saturday afternoon.
The party was given in the form
of an April Fools Party, and the
pupils enjoyed a great deal of
merriment from the April Fool
jokes and games played during
the afternoon. After several
O
hours of fun. they were treated
to a fine lunch which all enjoyed
as much as the games.
White Lilly Yel Peaches Large Cans Reg, price 40c Special 32c
Isidor Montoya of Watrous
"
50c
36c
was a business visitor in Roy White Lilly Bartlet Pears
55c :
43c
Dl Monte Bartlet Pears
the first of the wedk.
Del Monte Yel Cling Peaches "
38c
Rev. W. E. Dawn of Raton, pel Monte Apricots
50c'.
38c
nreached to a large and interest- Banquet Ápricóts'','".'
"45c- 35c
ing .audience at the Baptist
"
Cloverdale corn
15C
Church last Saturday evening
Regular Price
Special
40c
also Sunday morning and eve- Dei Monte Preserves
5 bars fcii '. 25c
ning.
Several persons were Pearl White Soap
baptized after the services Sa- Toilet Soap
3 bars fef - "2;íc
turday evening.
Calumet Baking Powder
Jackets (Blue Label)
$i.go
II. B. Jones. President of the Karo Syrup
Roy Trust & Savings Bank was Mens Blue Denim Overalb
$1.58
up from Tucumcari last Saturday and Sunday looking after
his business interests here. He
dur-ignt-

.

he

"

flol
d
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EX-SERVI-

Scientific and up to date equipment combined with ample power enable
us to turn out the best work in th least possible time, and by so doing we
can reduce the cost to you.

ed

We can now overhaul motor, burn in bearings and rotfnd up the crank

shaft of:

:
,

FORDS $8.00
FORDSONS $15.00
ONLY THE GENUINE FORD AND FORDSON PARTS USED
We suggest that you have your Ford and Fordson repair work done at
the best quipped shop and by the only authorized Ford and Fordson agency
in thé Harding County.
FORDSON TRACTORS $700.00 AT ROY, TERMS CAN BE ARRANGED

IF DESIRED.

ecia

of the tractors in use in the United States are
d
More than
Fordsons, yet the Fordson has only been on the market two years, just
like the Ford car, the Fordson is an alkyear utility. It is a compact tractor;
it is easly operated, it has more power pe pound weight than any other
tractor manufactured, it' is the lowest priced tractor and is is the most
'
economical to operate.
,
There are more than seven thousand Fordson dealers in. the .United
States. There is one In everycommunity who not only sells Fordsons, but
who carries a supply of Fordson parts for repairs and replacements1, with
one-thir-

skilled mechanics to give dependable
OCX VIVC, (4UU
llCil I'll lailHVl
IAS

best out of the Fordson tractor

,

The demand for Fordson tractors
greater than the supply.
Ther
only a limited number for ach
ritory. Get your order in now. Order:
are filled in the order received.

ter-iviw:- m
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sold by

by

Henry Ford
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Son and

Beck Motor Co.

reports everything
at Tucumcari.

AUTHORIZED FORD SALES AND SERVICE.

very quiet

The Picture 'Paid in Advance'
at the Roy Theatre Saturday night drew a good crowd
and the picture was one of the

given

best shown

A

.in Roy.

Fresh Vegetables every day

i

(Watch this space every week)

ROY TRADING COMPANY,

v

"A Profitable Place tr Trade'

'y

THE
CHAPTER

JOY BROUGHT

We

INTO HOME

Homesteader

By Lydia E. Pinkhaun's Vege-

By Robert J. C. Stead

table Compound, Restoring
Mrs. Benzto Health

Author of

- The Cow Punchar,"

AJtoona. P
"I am writmir a foil
you what Lydia R. Pinkharn's Vegetable
i compound has done
r

-

IRWIN MYERS

had six children
die almost at birth.

From one hour to
nineteen days is all
they have lived. As
I was going to have
another, I took a
dozen bottles of your

Vegetable

Com-

pound and I can say

that it is the greatest medicine on
earth, for this baby is now four months
old and a healthier baby you would not
want I am sending you a picture of
her. Everybody says, That is some
healthy looking baby.' You have my
consent to show this letter." Mrs. C.
W. Bbnz, 131 3rd Ave., Altoona, Pa.
No woman can realize the joy and
happpiness this healthy babe brought
into the home of Mrs. Benz, unless they
have had a like experience.
Every woman who suffers from any
ailments peculiar to her sex, as indicated by backaches, headaches, bearing-dow-n
pains, irregularities, nervousness
and "the blues should not rest until
they have given Lydia E. Pinkharn's
Vegetable Compound a trial.
v-

i

-i

Yukon Riches.

It is estimated that In the last
.15 years, that is since the discovery
of gold In the Yukon, $200,000,000 of
the precious metal has been recovered,
and it is predicted that within the
next quarter of a century another
$200,000,000 will be given to the world
in the form of silver from the Mayo
area where there are Indications of
rich finds.

by

IlliulmtionM

we have

ior me.

Etc

in Eight

Copyright,

CHAPTER

X.

Eeeerred

Continued.
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"Well, no," Harris said ; "I'm afraid
we can't."
"A marked check Is as good as bills,"

the banker argued, "andjnuch easier
to carry, not to speak of being safer,"
he added, as an afterthought. "Traveling with that amount of money on
you Is a sort of defiance of natural law,
especially with the country full of
strangers, as it Is at present." The
banker looked from the powerful frame
of the farmer to the equally powerful
frame of the farmer's son, and his eye
fell on the gun which the latter carried
under his arm. "But I guess,! he continued with a laugh, "there Isn't much
danger on that score."
"Nothin' t' speak of," said Harris.
"And while I don't want f break your
bank, I do want t' get that money, and
bills, or part of It in gold
fan get It In would
do. The fact Is, I
silver
don't mind tellln' you. I've a deal on,
an' Tve undertaken t' put up this money In cash tonight."
A young .man emerged from somewhere and locked the front door of the

the river, and

XI.

The Honor of Thlevaa.'
Gardiner and Riles rode only a short
distance out of town, i then turned
their horses Into the deep bush, and
waited.
At last tie Harris' team and buggy
raftted by. ..When It had secured a
good lead the two horsemen emerged
from their covering and took a cross

roads to Gardiner's ranch.
"We better eat," said Gardiner and
busied himself with starting a , fire.
"Of course, the cook's out Fishing, I
guess," he continued, as he noticed
that Travers' fishing rod was gone
from the wall. "Perhaps It's Just as
well. He might be asking questions."
Riles ate his meal' in haste and
silence. He was taciturn, moody, and
excitable, and made no response to
Gardiner's attempts to open conversation upon trivial subjects.
"Upon my soul," said" Gardiner at
last, "you don't seem any more than
enthusiastic. One would think you
were going to a funeral, Instead of a
a division of profits." t
"Perhaps I am," said Riles sourly.
"We'll know better when we get
back."
"Well, If you feel that way about It,
you better stay at home," said Gardiner, with pointed candldness. "If ten
thousand dollars Is no good to you
perhaps I can use your share la my
own business."
"That wouldn't let me out." protested Riles. "You've got me mixed up
In It now, and If things go wrong I'm
In for It, but if things go right you're
wlllln t' take all the money."
"Things won't go wrong," Gardiner
assured him. "They can't. Everything Is planned to a fraction, but If
"

It

in overcoming
these conditions. The mild and healing
Swamp-Roois
t
influence of Dr. Kilmer's
soon realized.
It stnndi the highest for
its remarkable record of success.
An examining physician for one of the
prominent Life Insurance Companies, in
an interview on the subject, made the astonishing statement that one reason why
so many applicants for insurance are rejected is because kidney trrftble is so
oommon to the American people, and the
large majority of those whose applications are declined do not even suspect
that they have the disease. It is on sals
at all drug store in bottles of two sizes,
medium and large.
However, if you wish first to test this
great preparation send ten cents to Dr.
Co., Binghamton, N. Y for a
Kilmer
sample bit tie. When writing be sure and
mention this paper. Adv.
been

f'ery

successful

His Step.
Fond Father Before I consent to
the marriage, I must know this young
Now, has he
man's qualifications.
great strength, endurance? Can he
keep on his feet despite entangling Influences? . Has he balance, poise?
Fanette Oh, yes, daddy t Reggie
fox trots divinely! Life.
True martyrdom

advertise

lets somebody else

It.

Sure

Relief
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Bell-an- s

Hot water

.

VjlPI Sure Relief

E
'for

LL-A- NS

indigestion

VICTIMS
RESCUED
Kidney, liver, bladder and uric add

troubles are most dangerous because of their insidious attacks
Heed the first warning they give
that they need attention by taking

G0LDMEDAL

The world's standard remedy for theas
disorders win often ward off these diseases and strengthen the body against
further attacks. Three sizes, all druggists,
Look for the
avsrr bos
CoU MxUl

hm
teoft

aad

m

faniu rio

Cuticura Soap
The Safety Razor

Shaving Soap
Wlwilm ih

m wte

mm.

!!,

accepted
SS SDK ID RAS. Photoplay Ploteopjrrlchted.
mmr farm; nvlwd, erttlclud,
trae.
ScMtrt
Advice
UYce4
terketod.
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Spohn's Distemper Compound
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words wen

their

drowned In the lisp of the water.
The smile did not leave Travers
Hps as lie wound up his reel and stole
swiftly along a' cattle-tracup from
the river, but a' sudden light gleamed
In his eyes and his muscles hardened
with excited tension.
He knew the
shanty to which Gardiner referred, as
they had once been there together,
and he resolved that If there were going to be any "doings" in that locality tonight he would furnish a share of
Tanlac Enabled
Unfortunately, the Declares
the excitement.
ford was on a cross-roa- d
little used,
Him to
Better, Sleep
and It was two miles back to the
Better
Work Bet
ranch. By the time Travers reached
the ranch buildings, caught and sadter.
Has Gained Thirty
'
dled his horse, made a fruitless search
Pounds.
for his revolver, substituted a rifle
which lay at hand, and at length
found himself upon the trail, darkness
"I consider Tanlac the grandest
was setting In, and Gardiner and Riles medicine in the world, for I have
had many miles' start of him.
actually gained 30 pounds In weight
When the two plotters' stopped to let since I began taking it. It has just
their horses drink at the ford Gardiner simply filled me with, new life and
suddenly broke off from their conver- energy and for the first time In years
sation to make a few remarks about I can sit j down to the table and
Travers and Harris. Riles had listhree square meals a day like
tened Indifferently until his eye caught other people. In fact, Tanlac has
sight of Travers, half concealed made me eat better, feel better, sleep
among the cotton-wood- s
that fringed better and work better, and I guess
the stream. He clutched Gardiner's that's all a man can expect of a
arm.
medicine.
he cautioned. "Jim's Just
"Before I took Tanlac, I was off 25
behind the bank. I'm sure I saw him, pounds in weight and was so badly
an' he heard you, too."
run down I was hardly able to do my
"Good," said Gardiner, quite undiswork. Nothing seemed to agree with
turbed. "Now we can go on." They me and my food Invariably soured on
reined up their horses and plunged Into my stomach. I would always have an
the swiftly-runninwater. "You see," uncomfortable bloated up feeling In
said Gardiner, as the horses took the my stomach, and although I tried
HARRY M. ALLEN
opposite bank with great strides, their many kinds of medicines, I never got
wet hoofs slipping on the round boul- relief until I took Tanlac.
Of Pittsburg, Pa.
ders that fringed the stream "You
"1 also suffered
considerably
at
see, I knew Jim was there all the time.
times from Rheumatism, but this has
The above remarkable statement
Those remarks were Intended for his all disappeared. In fact,
wonderthis
was made by Harry M. Allen, residbenefit.
ful medicine has made a new man ,out ing at 1009 Saint Martin Street,
"It's all quite simple. Jim will hurry of me in every way. I feel years Pittsburg, Pa., a well known emback to the ranch, saddle his horse, younger and can do as much work as ployee of the Oliver Iron & Steel
and foHow us. By the way, I didn't In any day of my life.
Company of that city. Mr. Allen Is
tell him I borrowed his revolver. That
"Of course, I am only too glad to a well known member of the United
soméT
may delay him
But be should give you my testimonial because I Presbyterian Church and Is highly rearrive at the shack In time to be tak- want other people who are suffering spected by all who know him.
ing a few stealthy observations Just as I did to
take this medicine and get
Tanlac Is sold by leading druggists
about the moment the Harrises are relief."
.'
Adv.
everywhere.
hunting for their money bag. I hope
Allan doesn't use that shotgun oh him.
HOUSES COUGHING Í USE
A shotgun makes an awful hole In a
man, Riles."
Riles experienced an uncanny feelto break It up and get them back In condition. Twenty-seve- n
years' use has made "SPOHN'S" Indispensable
In treating;
ing up his spine.
Coughs and Colds, Influema and Distemper with their resulting
"Well," continued Gardiner, "I promcomplications, and all diseases of the throat, nose and lungs.
Acta marvelously as preventive; acts equally well as cure.
ised to lay the whole plan before you,
60 cent and fl.15 per bottle. At all drug stores.
when we were safe on the road with
GOSHEN. IND.
8POHN MEDICAL COMPANY,
no possibility t of any strange ears
Jungle Fashion.
He Meant No Harm.
cocked for what a man might happen
The Elephant Goodness, just supSir Herbert Tree was accosted by
to say. It's all easy sailing now. The
big thing was to get them on the road a stranger one day In the Haymarket. pose I had to cover up my ears as the
"Aren't you Beerbohm Tree?" asked girls do! New York Sun.
with the coin. That's what I needed
you for, Riles. And you didn't do too the stranger.
"No," replied Tree, anxious to hide
Many a man knows from experience
bad. I had to prod you along a bit, but
that it is far easier to find a wife
you'll thank me for It when It's all his light under a bushel.
"I'm sorry, I thought you were. You than It Is to lose her. ,
over.
"Now this Is how It will work out, look uncommonly like him."
"I assure you," Insisted Tree, "you
to a T. The two Harrises will get up
to the shanty about dark. They'll pitch are mistaken!"
"Well, I certainly did think you
camp there and begin to wonder when
Well, we won't be looked like him," said the stranger.
we'll be along.
Does the least exertion tire yon out?
along until It's good and dark, even If Tm sorry, I didn't mean to! InsulJ:
íeel "blue" and worried and have daily
you."
we have to kill time on the road. If
backache, lameness, headaches, dizziness, and kidney irregularities? Sick
Travers catches up on us we'll Just let
kidneys are often to blame for this
him make one of the party, which will
unhappy state. Yon must act quickly
be sort of embarrassing for Jim. But
to prevent more serious trouble. Use
he won't catch up. Well, when It's
Uoan'i Kidney Pilla, the remedy recgood and dark there'll 'be no moon till
everywhere by grateful
ommended
Name "Bayer" on Genuine
after midnight and they're both
users. Alk your neighbor!
sleepy with their long drive in the high
Case
altitude, we will arrive near by. You
will go up to the door and take a look
Mrs. Samuel H.
Roberson, Portales,
on the quiet. I will go up to the winN. Méx., says: "I
dow and do the same. There's no
suffered with my
kidneys
and my
glass In the window, and there's no
back " ached. My
door on, either, as I remember. We'll
hands and feet became swollen, and
size up things Inside, particularly the
my Kidneys acted.
location of the coin. Then you show
Irregularly. I had
dizzy epells when!
yourself. Tell 'em I have the owner of
specks floated be-the mine out there In the trees, but the
Take Aspirin only as told In each
fore my eyes, blur-n tr mv alffht Sav.t
r
old fellow won't come In until he has package of genuine Bayer Tablets of
eral boxes o fffc
a talk with them. Tell 'em they better Aspirin. Then you will be following
Doan's Kidney
not show the money until they chat the directions and dosage worked out PUls completely cured me, and the
cure
has lasted several years."
21
years,
and
with him a few minutes. Likely they'll by physicians during
Cat Doan's at Any Stora, 60e Boa
fall for thaW as they don't seem to proved safe by millions. Take no
have the slightest suspicion. But If chances with substitutes. If you see
they balk at leaving the money let the Bayer Cross on tablets, you can FOSTER. M1LBURN CO., BUFFALO, N. Y.
them bring It along. Once out In the take them without fear for Colds,
Neuralgia,
Rheumatism,
dark the rest will be easy. But I fig- Headache,
ure they'll leave the money In the Earache, Toothache, Lumbago and
To stop the pain of
shack It's just for a few minutes, you for Pain. Handy tin boxes of twelve
Cam. lonlont. Callenset. Blisters. Tlrea.
know and they'll reason that It's safe tablets cost few cents. Druggists also
Achlns. SwoUcn. lender feel, use
sell larger packages.
Aspirin Is the
enough with no one but ourselves withALLEN'S FOOT-EAS- E
in miles. Well, you lead them off trnde mark of Bayer Manufacture of
The Ahtiseptic. Healinar Powder' to
down through the bush. As soon as Monoacetlcacldester of Sallcyllcacld.
Shake Into Your Shoes and sprinkle
you do that I'll slip In through the Adv.
.
in the
.
window, gather up the long green and
WW..
K Blue IU g
In Your Skin.
th
is
package
cache It somewhere In the scrub. You
Knicker "The law doesn't allow
won't be able to find me at first, but you to carry a revolver." Bocker
felwhen you do I'll say that the old
you may carry the other fellow's
low wanted to go up to the shack him- "But
bullets."
self to meet them, and 1 let, him go.
Then we'll all go back tó the shack,
Look a difficulty squarely In the
and find both the money and the old
face and it will run.
man the mine 'owner, you know
missing. Then we'll start a hue and
cry and all hit Into the bush. You and
I will gather up the spoil and make a
y
quiet
for the night. Of course,
we'll have to turn up In the morning
to avert suspicion, but we can tell them
we got on the robber's trail and fol.
lowed It until we lost ourselves In. the
bush. In the meantime the Harrises
An
will be tearing around In great excite"The first dose of Eatonlc did me
ment, nd they're almost sure to run
wonders. ' I take it at meals and am
on to Travers. Harris recently fired
no longer bothered with indigestion,"
Travers, and Allan bad a fight with
writes Mrs. Ellen Harris.'
Thousands of people, like this dear
him. If you told me right, so It's not
lady, gratefully testify about Eatonlc,
likely they'll listen to any explanawhich does Its wonders by taking up
tions. .They'll turn him over to the
and carrying out the excess acidity and
police, and as If s the business of the
gases which bring on Indigestion,
police to, get convictions, they'll have
heartburn, bloating, belching and food
to frame up a case against him or be
repeating. Acid Btomach also causes
and
the
stupid
that's
made to look
ailabout seventy other
last thing a policeman likes. Then
ments. Protect yourself. A big box
you and I will quietly divide the proof Eatonlc costs but a trifle with your
druggist's guarantee.
ceeds of our Investment and you can
go back to your farm. If you like, and
live to a ripe old age and get a write-u-p
In the local paper when yon shufFRECKLES
fle off.' As for me rt'm not that type,
Riles, and I'll likely find some other
123 KAir.:0TLl JACKS
way to spend my profits.
I hera a bargain tot you, eome qelck.
(TO BE CONTINUED.)
w. 1 p- -t Low jiCK
Jtapldi, Iowa
A man seldom wean hto tronnen
W. N. U., DENVER, NO.
praying tot
'

bank.

"It's closing time now," said the
teller, addressing the manager. "We
have enough cash on hand to pay this
gentleman, and we can wire for more
bills, which will reach us in time for
tomorrow's business."
"Pay It, then," said the manager.
Thousands Have Kidney "Mr. Harris has a right to his money
In that form If he wants It. "But," he
added, turning to Harris, "I'd advise
Never
Trouble
you to keep both eyes on It until your
transaction Is completed."
The counting of the money was a
bigger task than either Harris or Allan
had thought, but at last it was comApplicants for Insurance Often
pleted, and they were ready for the
Rejected,
v.
road. The banker looked after their
buggy as It faded out of sight up the
Judging from reports from druggists river road.
Who are constantly in direct touch with'
"Hang me If I like that!" he said to
the public, there is one preparation that

and
Suspect
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.

himself.

.

The long drive up the valley In the
warm August afternoon was an experience for the soul of painter or poet.
Even John and Allan Harris, schooled
as they were In the religion of material things, felt something within
them responding to the air, and the
sunlight, and the dark green banks of
trees, and the sound of rushing water,
and the purple-blumountains heaving
and receding before them.
Darkness settled about them. One
or two stars came out. The poplars
took on the color of the spruce; the
river fretted more noisily In Its rocky
channel. A thin ribbon of cloud lay
across the mountains, and a breeze of
wonderful
mellowness
came down
through the passes.
At length, Just as they were thinking
of pitching camp for the night, Allan
espied a deserted cabin In a cluster of
trees by the side of the road. They
turned Into the wood and unhitched the
horses.
A match revealed a lantern hanging
on the wall, and a few cooking utensils,
safe from all marauders under the unwritten law of the new land.
The two men first made their horses
comfortable, and then cooked some
supper on a little fire at the door of
the shack. Harris was tired, so they
cleared a space in the corner farthest
from the door, and spread their blankets there. Harris lay down to rest,
the precious bag of money by his side.
"You might' as well drop off for a
"They must
nap," Allan suggested.
have been delayed, and may not make
it tonight at all. We're here for the
night, and you may as well rest If you
can. I won't turn in myself until you
waken."
"I believe I'll do as you say," his father agreed. "Keep a keen ear an'
don't leave the building without wakin'
me."
Allan looked out at different times
for Gardiner and Riles, but there
seemed no sound In all the world save
the rushing of water. A cold draught
He fancied
crept along the floor.
his father had fallen Into a nap. . . .
The night chill deepened and at length
Allan hung a blanket as best he cTmld
across the open door. His gun gave
him a sense of companionship, and he
took It In his hands and sat down beIt was very lean
side his father.
and graceful In his fingers.
e

...

...

While the banker worked In his garden In the long August evening the
thought of the two men with a bag full
of money kept recurring and recurring
4n Ws mind, and smothering the natural
pride he felt In his abounding cabbages. True, It was no business of his,
but still he could not feel entirely at
ease. As he bent over his hoe he
heard hoofs clatter In the street and,
looking np, saw the erect form of Sergovgeant Grey on his
ernment horse. At a signal from the
banker the policeman drew up beside
the fence.
They talked In low voices for ten
e
minutes. ; "It may be a
chase," said the sergeant at last, "but
It's worth a try." Half an hour Liter
bis horse was swinging in his long,
steady stride op the road by the windd

wild-goos-

ing liver.

Weak and Miserable?

"If Ten Thousand Dollars Is No Good
to You, Perhaps I Can Use Your
Share in the Business."
we see there's going to be a hitch
why, the owner of the mlne'll fail to
turn up, and we'll all come back to
town, and no one a bit the wiser."
Riles was eager to know the details
of which he had been kept In complete Ignorance, but Gardiner would
disclose nothing until they were on
the road.
"Jim may come In any
minute,"
he explained, "and Jim
might hear enough to make him curious. And it's Just a little too soon
to excite his curiosity.
"That reminds me," Gardiner continued. "Jim has a very neat little
revolver here somewhere. I think I'll
borrow It. We might see some game,
as Allan says."
A search disclosed revolver and
cartridges In Travers' trunk. Gardiner
loaded the weapon and put It In his
pocket.
"What about me?" demanded Riles.
"Ain't I t' have no gun?"
"Better without It," said Gardiner
"It might go off. If we really see any
game, and there's a chancé of a second shot. I'll lend you this one."
Down by the river, well screened
with cotton-woodTravers fished In
a pool close by the ford. He heard
voices, and, looking uri quickly, saw
Riles and Gardiner riding slowly down
the road. The two rode close by, and
stopped their horses to drink with
their forefeet In the river. Jim was
going to call to them when he heard
his own name mentioned. He was no
eavesdropper, but he obeyed the Impulse to listen and keep out of sight.
"Travers doesn't suspect a thing,"
Gardiner Was' saying., "It's just as
well. He figures on making old Harsome day, and he
ris father-in-lamight ., do something foolish If he
caught on. If .the old man loses all
his money he won't be so desirable
point of view . . .
from a
Well, we'll see how he stands the night
In the old shanty up the river road.
Strange things have happened there
before now, let me tell you. Riles."
If Jim hnd been prompted by curl-- ,
oslty at first a very different, emotion
laid hold of him as he caught the gist
of Gardiner's remarks. Travers had
not known Harris to be In the district,
bnt he had suspected for some days
that Gardiner and Riles were hatching
mischief In their long absences together. The Information that, narrls was
going up the river tonight, apparently
with a large sum of money, and the
fact ?hat these two men also were going up the river, gave to .Travers' nimble mind framework on which to hang
almost any kind of plot.
He leaned forward In the trees, bnt
at that moment Riles clutched Gardiner's arm and said something In a low
voice. The two mea rode throngh
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THE
MOSOITFTRO and VTCTNITY

The correspondent was away
last week, hence no items but
the S.A. went on just the same,
and we are glad, for we prize
this paper very highly. Any
one in our Co. who is not getting the S. A. is missing a treat.
Due tn fchp snnw storm on
Easter SnnHav wp rlirl not. crpt.
to have our Easter program, but
nad it last bunday. i he house
was full and all enjoyed a nice

Easter nrnrram after whir.h
Sunday School officers were
elected for the ensuing year.
Brother C. N. Tinker was reelected for Runt. Brother Tin
ker has been our Supt. for ten
successive years.
Pierce Field, and Walter Hill
were in Roy transacting busi- lAJiAnrJfi.r
Geo. Snivev was

v fin n

Spring Will Soon Be Here

March 12. 1921.
is hereby given
that Webb E. Kidd, of Roy Mora
Co, New Mexico, who, on May,
24th, 1919. made addl Home- steady Application, Act
No. 036287, for SE&;
NOTICE-

N12-SWV-

and

Sec. 1,

Í.

SO WHY NOT MAKE PREPARATIONS TO
HAVE YOUR HOUSE STUCCOED

-

' W-

)

'''''
work,

-

1

Let E. F. HENRY
The Contractor do it for you.

-

t

I

A Barn Worth, Keeping Is
A Barn Worth Painting

,

mos-auér-

'

IT PAYS IN THE LONG RUN.

''

e--

.

When having this kind of work done or any cement
it will pay you to have it done by an expert workman.

-

NE14, Section 12, Township
24E. N.M.P. Meri- 1RN. Ran
of inten- dian.has filed notice
xt
mi
l'
inai
to
lear,
inree
make
tion
Proof, to establish claim to the
kind above described, before
F. H. Foster. U. S. Commissioner, at his office at Roy New
Mexico, on the 25th day ot
Anril. 1921.
Claimant names as witnessés:
Dan Taumback. A. I. Burle
son, Luther Corneal and Oscar
Kidd, All of Roy New Mexico.
Francisco Delgado

in our Co
Hieh School town middle of the
week. We congratulate Roy for
having the Co. High bchool, and
Register.
too, that we are so near.
It mav be a little late to men
Notice of Publication.
tion that the Pioneer Garage
Tlpnnrtment
of the Interior,
has a new filling station, never IT. S. LAND OFFICE
at Clay
the less we. are truly proud of ton. New Mexico. March 8. 1921.
it, and will, now mention it any JNUTlUüi is nereDy given
way. The Wynne Filling Staof
tion installed hv T.nwrnnfp that Charles Patrick .West,
who,
Mexico,
New
Mosquero,
Kingsbury, Manager and pro- on Mav 7.1918. made Homestead
prietor, is a ten barrel capacity,
025913, for SWiA
delivers twenty gallons per mi- Entry, No.
SiAJNUJiA.
and
5.
Sec.
NWi,.
nute, screens- -, and filters five
6, Town- Section
of
NW14SE14
times, it cost several hundred
dollars, and with the new addi sh n 17N. Kansre SUüJ. xs.M.r.
Meridian, has filed notice of
tion to the garage, and one of
to make
inal three
the best Auto and Tractor me- intention
'
claim
to
establish
Proof,
Year
chanic's to be hired or emplo- to the , land above described,
Mr;
Ray
yed in the state, who is
A. Wynne, U. S. Com
Smith, makes us feel congratu- before A.
at his ollice in
missioner,
lated for such service rendered.
Mexico, on the 23rd
New
wife
and
Mr. Harrv Wortman
1921.
day
April,
of
of Liberty were guests at the
names
as witnesses
Clsiment
Ñ.
L.
DeWeese home last week,
Ran Wood,;
Ford.
E.
Jesse
Co.
here,
in
the
took
and while
Jerry M.
H.
and
Charles
Prvor
seat. Mr. Wortman is 'one of
JNew
Mosquero,
of
All
Caddeli,
Liberty's largest wheat farmers.
Mexico.
Harrv and his brother George,
Paz Valverde,
have just finished marketing
Register. .
have
and
their last years crop
several hundred acres of wheat
Notice for Publication .
in and as conditions look now
of the Interior,
Denartment
thev will have another bumper TT. S. LAND OFFICE at Santa
crp to harvest in July. Yes, by Fe, New Mexico. March 12, 1921
the way, and George is single,
NOTICE is hereby given
and who knows but what he is
Fermin Madrid, of Mills,
that
on the market to set married,
Co., New Mexico, who on
Mora
any way, George is a very fine September,
20th, 1917. made
man and should be making some Addl Homestead' Application,
eniov life with him.
No. 031761. for SV of NWVl,
We commend him to a suitable Section 13, Township
21N,
helpmate. .
Meridian,
Range
24E.
N.M.r.
Mr Rov Keller and his Ne
of intention to
made has filed notice
nlipw veors-- ' Adams,
Year, Proof,
Three
make Final
a business trip to Texas this to establish claim to the land
above described, before F. H.
We understand Charley J Hill Foster, U. S. Commissioner, at
une
a jLW acres oí l"
has hono-hoffice at Rov New Mexico,
Lloyd, Charley is his
J.
land from
on the 25th day of April, 1921.
a hustler and we are sure ne
Claiment names as witnesses :
will mnkp ffood.
Ahel Madrid. Alvin Lusk. Ale
Mrs. W.A. Steinbaugh is very
jandro Montoya and Ursulo
'
iM this week, she is not able to
Gonzales, All of Mills New Me
be out much.
xico.
Mrs. Corev who has been sick
Francisco Delgado
betsome
for several months, is
Register.
ter, but not able to be up much
of the time.
Gpf.t.ingr readv for the spring
for PUBLICATION
cmm KPPrns to be the order of NOTICE
of the Interior, .
Denartment
aré
Some
the dav iust now.
U. S. LAND OFFICE at Clay
-

4

APRIL 9, 1921

N

Notice for Publication.
Dpnartment ef the Interior.
U. S. LAND OFFICE at Santa
Fe, New Mexico.

:

.
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A barn needs protection just as much as a house in fact
more protection, because it is not built as substantially.
You can point to your barn with as much pride as you
do to your home if it is painted with
Sherwin-Willia-

,

New Mexico.

DO YOU WANT

ms

- COMMONWEALTH

9

Roy,

BARN RED

A HOME?

for barns, corn cribs, silos, fences,
paint for rough or
etc. It is a durable, weather-resistin- g
smooth lumber. It sinks in sticks tight and saves repairs.

It Í3 made expressly

y

WE will sell you one in the land of opportunity near
Roy New Mexico the garden spot of the great Southwest
Land that will produce, wonderful clisiate, good markets,
fine schools, where crops pay for your land in two to three
years. Priced within reach of the small investor. Country developing very rapidly, land advancing fast, ACT
NOW before it is out of your reach.

ROBERTS & OLVER
NEW MEXICO.
ROY,

v

o.

ADDRESS ALL INQUIRIES TO

you have Pump or
troubles or have any
work in the Plumbers line, callJudy
and Baker and they will fix it.

WHEN

WE ALSO HANDLE HARDWARE AND EVERYTHING IN THE TINNERS OR PLUMBERS LINE, ALSO
DEEP WELL PUMPS, WINDMILLS, WELL CASING
AND THE MANY OTHER THINGS THAT COME UNDER
'
7
THIS LINE OF WORK.

McCarger & Hooper
ROY, NEW MEXICO

V

Philip N' Sanchez, Seerolcirjj

. li. Coplón, Vice Presiden!
9 YEARS EXPERIENCE IN

9 YIÍARS EXPERIENCE

TAXES AND COUNTY
WORK.

ABSTRACT AND COUNTY
WORK.
.

IN

MORA ABSTRACT COMPANY
INCORPORATED.

,

Complete indexes to all lands.

,

t

compiled to all lands In Mora County.
of parties living outside ot state attended to.
INFORMATION hirmshed of ariscssmrtnts, taxes, etc.
CKKTÍFIEÍ)
copies of any recorded instruments Furnished,
ÍTEC(M1XC
attended to, Deeds, Mortgages, etc.
XOTA"KV"WT')RK of all kind executed.

ABSTRACTS
TAXKS

.

IF IT IS TO BE FIXED. WE CAN FIX IT.

t

....

.....

...

..

JUDY AND BAKER

All matlers'fenrrusred io us dispatched with
PROMPTNESS and ACCURACY, at

very reasonable charges.

Successors to BAUM BROS.

YCC'R BUSINESS SOLICITED

,

'

Roy,

New Mexico.

.

plowing, some are' discing, and
listinff.
Mr. L. N. DeWeese and family
were guests at the Sunday
school and Church at Bradley.
The Bradley district has a fine
and interesting Sunday School,
all seem to be congenial and the
kind" to make a Sunday school
worth while.

Magnetos for Auto or Tractor
overhauled and recharged by
men who know how.

Anderson Battery Station.

!

ton, New Mexico.
March 21st, 1921.
NOTICE is hereby given that
FreJ P. Heimann, of Albert,
New Mexico, who, on April 13th
1918, made Addl. Homestead
Entrv Tinder Act of July 3. 1916
Ser. No. 022853, for NEii,. Sec-- !
Township 19 North,
tion 7.
31
East, N.M.P. Meridian,
Range
has filed notice ot intention to
make three year Proof, to estaat Liberty Garage
,
blish claim to the land abov
A
described, before F. II. Foster,
J. D. Campbell and W. L. Johnson
U. S. Commissioner, at hi3
GUARANTEES
in Roy, New Mexico, on
and anything in gas or electrical
automobiles
on
work
all
the 7th day of May 1921.'
as
names
witneses:
Claimant
We back up our work,S0 cents per hour,
Frank P. Heimann. Jr. of Roy
Heimann,
of
New Mexico, T, J.
Rov. New Mexico. A. J. Beller.
JOHNSON AND CAMPEELA Roy, New Mexico.
of Bueyeros, New Mexico, f.nd
George. Shields, of liayaen, Jew
Mexico.
Paz Valverde

Pre-Wa- r

FOR SALE :
Acres, 8 miles East of
Roy; AH fenced and at least 28ff
acres can be piowea. .
Richard iteynoias.
Soy, New Mexico.
NOTICE for PUBLICATION

Department of the Interior
U. S. LAND OFFICE at Clayton, New Mexico.
:

Prices

I

Register.

SW,

NKW

MILLS,,-

ntr

Jl

-

A T. ir.n

C. S. JUINAS
Tirr.ir:MF.R AT, MERCHANDISE

r

,

T. A. Turner
CASH GROCERY
iVlT'S IN THE GROCERY I ENE WE HAVE.
JIT. MAKE OUR STORE YOUR HEADQUARTERS WHEN IN MILLS.
T. A. TURNER
Mills.

.

Prop.

-

;

New Mexico.

nun.iuuntw

i

E.J.H.R(iy
Surveying and Mapping
County Surveyor
t

lines.

Complete line of the "Old Reliable" John Deer Implements
Old Homestead Flour and Sinclair Lubricants and Gasolnvj
Also full liae of "Watkins goods". Ml to see me wnen in.
8
vn?w.MTPVTr,o
tutttc!
1U1JJW,

Land Matters bciote the Department oí the

interior. Contests, etc.

?

v

THE KIND YOU WANT

We receive fresh groceries daily, hence you make no
mistake when you buv them of the

JWtAicu

t

-

'

-

March 21st, 1921.
.NOTICE is hereby given that
E. J. H. Rov. County S'rve- Frank Martinez, of Mosquro,
vor
of Mora Countv. is in Mora
1916,
10,
N. M., who, on June
week attending the meeting
No.
this
Entry,
Homestead
made
County Board o Uompiis- of
S1
the
022310, for NVí NW4,
sionpi's.
We understand Mr,
Sec.23
W
and
Rov will soon send m his- resig
26,
Section
NVsNWW,.
aad
Township 17N, Range 29E, N.M. nation to the Board as ho wll
of Harding County
P. Meridian, has filed notice of be a resident15th.
June
intention to make Final Three after
claim
Year Proof, to establish
rtimvft described, be
Gen. Manar
Miix Nordhouse.
fore A. A. Wynne, U. S. Com
Co. was in
Chas
Ufejd
of
rer
the
mos.ra
otnce
missioner, at his
the firit
Albuquerque
Rov
from
quero,' N. M. on the 4th day cf of
th week lookiiiir after hwv
names aa witnesses: ness interest in. connection vitíi
Trading Co. wlucn is
Zacarías Cordova. Miguel Mar the Rovby the Itfeld Comply.
uqowned
ana
rewn,
tinez, Jose Inez
mctrio Cordova, an ' or aiosqueru siftlf aa well oleascd with the
New Mexico.
jreneral outlook for business ra
Paz Valjgrde
Jthe meaa.
Register,'
,
...
noi-mon-

Groceries!

ot-fi- ce

329

TO,

roceries!

'

(

1

THE TIMES ARE BETTER
YOUR CALVES WILL BE WORTH ' MONEY
SAVE THEM BY USING
"PURITY GERM FREE VÁCC1NE"
Awjnt.
MILTON FLOERSHEIM.
Rov. New Mexico.

,

THE
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9, 1921

E.

NOTICE TO CONTRACTORS. IS

SOLANO ITEMS

THE

SPANISH-AMERICA- N

NOTICE is hereby given that
sealed bids will be received by
;t Published by
the Secretary of the Board of
Education,"1 C Ernest Anderson
THE SPANISH AMERICAN PRINTING COMPANY
for the' Roy y Independent Dis
On account of the- snow storm" trict No, 33, Roy, New Mexico,
Frank L. Schultz Editor.
the Easter program was post- until 3 o'clock P. M. on the 25th
Wm. G. Johnson Associate Editor. .
poned until the following Sun- day of April, 1921, for the furSubscription $ 2.00 Per Year
day. The children did well and nishing: of all materials, labor
the committee are to be congra- etc. for a brick, cement, tile and
tulated for their splendid pn frame school building, including
s
matter at the oostoffice in Roy, New Mexico,
Entered as
gram.
all plumbing arid 'heating for
tleiman Rinehart who has same as
by the plans and
secured a job at the Trigg specifications made by J.C. BerRanch, visited his sister Miss ry and Co. Architects, Amarillo,
St. George School Notes.
Bertha a few days before begin- Texas.
BUILDING FIXE HOME
ning wcrk,.
Each bidder is required to file
The following are those who R.P.Shaya has purchased sever-stan- d
J. R. Livingstone is quite with, his proposal a certified
highest in the seventh jal lots just below the W.G.Jchr-nonthl- sick at his home in Solano. , Dr. check, given on some Eanking
test in St. George son home and vi'! erect a fine ro Plumlee was called Sunday.
institution in the sum of ? 200.00
School.
sidence on the lots at once. The
.
John 1... Hepburn and wife made payable to. the President
In Arithmetic,
house will be of adobe and stucc- - of Mills wore visiting' George of the Board of Education, Ro- Sth grade. Missouri Gray and .ocd and will have six rooms on Hepburn and family Sunday and migio ixpez, as
guarantec
Josefine Gonzales.
7th grade the lower floor. Vargas and son took .in the Easter program. that he will at once enter i:uo
6th grade have the contract for the basen John was one time a Solano boy a contract with the said School
Katherine Gray.
Adelir.e Eauler and Jennie Pa-jwork also for the adobe work and every body is glad to have District and that he will
checo. "t'n grade. Helen Haines land Mr.True:da!c the carpenter him come back.
furnish wthin sixteen days from
Mr. and Mrs. Stephens of date of contract, a good and Sufwort:.
.'.mis were guests or .Mr. and ficient Surety Bond, in the sum
.In English.
Sth GiT.de. L. Pendleton, 7th
Ivliv Bellas representing the Mrs. Eel. Grace Sunday.
of fifty percentum of the congrade, AHoane Pendleton, 6th uelz Caterpillar tractor and com
Carrol Mackey who is atten- tract price, guaranteeing, the
5 th mbir.ecl harvester is in Roy this ding High School at Tucumcari
grade, Jennie Pacheco,
fathful performance of the congrade Walter Fleersheim.
wed; assisting the local agent' visited home folks from Friday tract and the payment cf all
'
.
In Spelling.
Mr. Frarkears h placing orders until Monday.
claims for labor, materials etc.
rve:t delivery. The
On last Thursday afternoon against said building.
8th urf.de. Aurea racnecojíer car
Failure
6th grade. Grace Gonzales, 5th Holt cembino harvester is dr.e of Mrs. Ed. Grace entertained the to sign the contract" or to make
grade John Noble and David! the niftiest little harvesters cn Ladies Aid at 'her nice new home the required bond will forfeit
Branch.
the market and it worth your in Solano. Thirty Laches were the certified check "uncenc'itio-nalnal- "
In History
They quilted two
present.
to the School District.
Alfred Pacheco largo ad in this is:c.2 of the S.A. omits for Mrs. Grace- - Seera:
Sth grade,
Contractors wishing to bid cn
Gth zrade Adeline Easier, óth
jérs were added said contract can secure plans
grade. Henry Remero cad Wal iMessrs L.X.DcYccsc and Ed All the ladies who haven't joined and specifications by makng apFuller c: Mosquero were in Roy this society are missing a great plication- to the secretary oí the
ter Floersheim.
Tuesday in the interest of the deal. At three o'clock the hos- Board, C.Ernest Anderson, Roy
In Deportment.
8th grade, Josefine Gonzales, Harding County Booster Club of tess served a lovely salad course. New Mexico or The Architect at
7th grade. Katherine Gray, 6th that place. The Club is composed
Last Friday the school chil- Amarrillo, Texas, and the depo5th of residents of the Mesa and the dren planned to slip off from siting of S25.00 as a guarantee
grade. Grace Gonzales,
purpose is to boost the interests the teacher, as most school boys that he will file a bonafide bid
grade, Carlota Gonzales.
of the County.'
In Arithmetic.
and girls do on the 1st day oi on the contract and that he will
4th Grade, Edna Mae Per die-- 1
April. Their teacher Miss AnVegas, dersen learned of their plans also return the plans with his
ton. Celesta Brashears. Rita Rev. Cook, of East
bid.
Gallegos, John Gray. Chsrly preached at the ChristianChurch and surprised them by announeveR. Lopez
President of the
Saloman, Arthur Martinez and last Sunday morning and
cing a trip to the canyons for
to
pleased
ning
well
audience.
a
Gonzales.
to
go.
Isaac
all who cared
Board of Education.
3rd Grade, Rosabelle Noble,
The election for school direc- School District No.33, Roy, N.M.
EOY SCOUTS MEETING
Isabel Griego, Fabiliola Gallegos
tors caused a great deal of inte Attest:
Claud Gonzales, Manuel Griego,
The Boy Scouts will hold rest Monday as three directors C. Ernest Anderson,
and Arthur Romero.
a meeting at the Spanish Ame- had to be elected. Henry Fan
Clerk:
General Excellence.
Tuesday evening at from the Wagner district war
rican
In the 2nd grade, Agnes 8 P. M.Office
H.
years.
R
elected
for
three
All Old members please
Patrick, Tony Romero, Francis
Johnson of Solano for two years to make it so. The only thing
Uití liew u:iLi3
"u.-2Gonzales. Robert Brashears and
and Elba Bowman from Plea to do how, is for every body to
u
1SU 1
and build a school we
Bennie Martinez.
VV
.
sant View for one year. The'
will all be proud of, and that will
to
ladies
dinner
vo
served
the
Acting Scout Master.
ters and took in a nice beginnin cause the other towns that are
- Word has been received, in
on a piano fund for our conso much larger to sit and take
Mr. and "vlrs. Ray Freeman lidated school. We intend fo: notice of Solano's school if never
Roy that the Summer Chataucua will be held in Roy about left Wednesday Morning? for this school to be' one of the Les anything else.
Mrs. Stephens of Tucumcari
the middle of June. Season ' .lva Odahoma. v.ith their f.cr on the Mesa, and vre aosciv
tickets will be placed on sale the ; Ralph to an eye specialist:'
every one no work will be spared is visiting her son Oscar and
family south of town.
THE OWL.

the other tows are. darge
enough to get in every week,
but Selano does well if she slips
in every two weeks. .', v
i

S

AD

GET IN

,

TOUCH WITH US

-

AND PUT CTrIER$ IN TOUCH WITH US

second-clas-

:

We take pleasure in serving
many other ways

our. customers in a good

brides safeguarding Ihcir deposits.

y

i

Wtiiii we can oí of any special service to yet:, call us

t

up. Regard

!

i

nt

thii Lank as your financial bureau.

r.l-- o

:

I

THE BOY TSUSf
SAVINGS BANK

-

CAPITAL

&

SURPLUS

$60,000.00

i

" A

s

j

At Roy, New Mexico.

SUDAN GRASS SEED

from

NIGGERS.

-

5.00 per 100

"

Don't forget the Leach Sale
next Tuesday at the J. H. Sans-bur- y
farm south west of Roy.

Time: two and one half hours.

PRICES

Newspaper! throughout the
country are devoting consider-

MACARONI SEED WHEAT

$1.65 per bushel
$250.

DECLINE OF
.

.

OF A

IN THE PRICE
.

MOEINE TRACTOR
The price is now F. O. B. Roy

able space just now to discussing
the new "search and seizure"
law offered in Ohio the past
"week and which, it is argued
msy take on a national aspect if
favorably acted iipon. It is generally pronounced the most rabid
piece of "dry'V legislation ever
offered for enactment.
.
We have no desire to discuss
the' wet and dry issue here, nor
have we space in our columns
for an argument for or against
new laws constantly coming up
as the result of prohibition. But
we believe every sane man in
Roy and throüjyhout this entire
community will agree wdth us
heartily" when We say that there
are certain limits beyond which
no set of men have a right to set
foot. W e speak of the great Am
erican home, and we declare that
in this land "every man's home
is his castle." We cannot agree
that the hornet of America
should be at. .all times open to the
coming and going of either a wet
or diy army of
It is easy enough to cause the ar
rest oi any man who permits- his
norne to generate into a nuisance. But there is neither sense
nor justice in á law which perr
mils another man tó enter and
search.a house tvhen neither the
.facts ,crA evidence warrant- it
There, must, be - a. line dra-.vsomewhere and the home í
about the best place in the world

'

DARK TOWN
COAL BLACK

the valley east of Mosquero the
first of the week, taking a look
at the County High School town.
We understand that George will
probably be one of the NewCounty Officers.

Will

(Adults

55c

start promptly at

8.00

,

THE SERVICE GARAGE

'

"

,.
'

.

.kr" drawing it .Per if there i
anything sacred to us
d
ed Americans jt 3 our hemes..
' The Ohii law Woiild recognise
aence.
And ngnt- there s
thinker it. cased on
bunk and is not the work of a
man whose brain is in sympathy
-:ith the great fcedy of Ameri- -

'

Eletrical Specialists

"
-

OVERHAULING AND HAVE IT DONjS
BY COMPETENT MECHANICS.

-?

,V
.

'

'

'

:

We will overhaul your FORD motor, and burn
i i all bearings for $20.00, we usa genuine Ford parts
phony parts.-- . ..
,
,.
Let us. recharge that Magneto that has been
giving you such bum sendee. , Ford Magnetos recharged in or out of car for $2.30 otheV manetos
50c per magnet..
jV
.
,

'

.

.

BRING IN YOUR AUTO AND TRACTOR
:

-

,

''

RAYMOND PENDLETON & GERALD DODDS

-

WE CARRY A FULL LINE OF STAR WIND
MILLS, CYLINDERS AND PIPE.

33c

--

THE MILLS SHOE REPAIR SHOP.
All work neatly and promptly done.
Located in the Old Bentlev Buildins-WSOLICIT A SHARE OF YOÚR PATRONAGE
Wm. Schoenerstedt Prop.
New Mxico.

Mills

"sniff-hounds- ."

'

o n e,"

MONDAY APRIL 18th, 1921
"EXPOUNDERATING" MUSIC
BY
Orchestra and Band.
Comic jokes, Debates ánd Songs

1

George Spivey was up

r y

v e

ow

r

V

F o

.Mill strei

;

!

Bank

G o o d

',

red-bloo-

.

FORD FARTS,' ACCESSORIES AND

'

.

-

vfnr-fcw-e

Floersheim Merc. Co.
.

v

-

t

VU. S. L. BATTERIES.

.

1

THE
MOSQUERO MENTIRAS
no never, would I dare to even
pull out the cork, for fear that
a few precious drops might be
wasted by evaporation.
For
months, and months I kept this
precious bottle with me, but
gentlemen, "and here a note of
unspeakable sadness crept into
his voice and a tear flistened in
his eyes, "A few days ago I was
journeying by train from Roy
to Springer, and as I sat in the
smoker enjoying my cigar and
watching my traveling bag that
carried this precious relic of
happy, bygone days, a man rushed into the car and with great
agitation exclaimed, Gentlemen,
is there a drop ofwhiskey in the
crowd, a woman has just fain téd
back in the other coach" I glanced around but no one seemed
.able to produce any thing. "For
goodness sake, men, cant any of
you rustle a little whisjrey that
woman is in a terrible condition"
"Gentlemen,. I couldn't refuse
such an appeal. I produced that
precious drink and handed the
man the bottle. He thanked me
with such a Jcbk Of gratitude iñ
his eyes that I shall never forget, he pulled the cork, drained'
that bottle before my very eyes,;
smacked his lips and with a long1
I thank you,
breath said, Ah-I feel better now.
It. always
makes me feel- so bad to see1
a lady fainted". Gentlemen and
here his voice' faltred, a sob
came to 'his throat, tears trick
led from his eyes, and he sat
down. The committee silently
and reverently placed the cigar
m his pocket, tne members tiptoed from the room and' the
gentleman . remained lost in his

Jlr. and Mrs. Earns,' cf Bear

.

Rrjy motored down to the County seat Sunday and spent the
day at the home of Dr. and Mrs.
Gamble,.
Don Isidor Montoya, from
Watrous is tisiting friards and
relatives, and attending to lousiness affairs in Mosquero this
week.
Church services and literary program was rendered .at the
Methodist Church Sunday. A
large crowd was in attendance.
Dr. D. C. Gamble was called
to the residence of Mr. W. A.
Steinbaugh Saturday night by
the sudden sickness of Mrs.
Steinbaugh.
líe reports Tier as
being considerable improved at

the present writing.
Judge Westphall, Attorney
Durran. Mr. John Beckman and
Andres Trujifio were
business visitors in the county
Seat Saturday and report Solano
as being on the boom, on the
eve of erecting a naw twenty
thousand dollar school house and
just getting ready to .outgrow
the county seat and high school
town during the coming year.
Hon. Juan M. Baca, who it is
rumored,' is slated, for the ap
yointmer.t ot county Assessor
cf Harding County was a bud-rss- s
visitor duringthe present
. week. Mr. Eaca. is trying to
rent a, house and expects to
move to the county seat during
the later part of next month
Houses are a very scarce arti
cles here at tne present 'time
and there is a serious shortage
es-sher-

h,

'

which promisese to grow acute
before the installation of the
county officers in their respec
tive positions
A meeting was held at the
school house to apoint commit
tees, make arrangements and
prepare for 'the big new county
ceieDiauon to oe neia ai
during the middle of June
decided to make it a two
was
It
day affair. Solicitors ,were ap
pointed who will visit the business men of the new county and
endeavor to raise a fund large
enough to have one of the grea
test celebrations ever pulled off
on the Mesa. The enthusiasm
displayed assures us that it will
be a noteworthy event in the
history of the Mesa.
The "Mentiras" Club met at
the usual hour at Mosquero with
the entire membership nresent,
Pres. Paul Kingsbury presiding
and John Bowen acting as outRegular rou
side doorkeeper.
tine business attended to and
Tqny Heiman initialed as a jiew
The Committee on
member.
prizes then announcd that ano
ther punk cigar had been secu
red for the meeting and would
be presented to the member
íuus-quer-

,

te-li-

'

the worst "Hard Luck"
story of the evening.
Kress
moved

that he first

be allowed

to detail his experience in a fight
.with a depot agent at Solano in
years gone by. Motion presented to the house for vote and
secretary Foster announced that
there was one "Aye" and; one
"noes".
.hundred and fifty-nin- e

-

grief.

SPANISH-AMERICA-

APRIL 9, 1921

N

-

MILLS and VICINITY
wind is blowing
The
i
The weeds are sowing
;; ' Their seed as they tumble
by.
No clouds arise
.

,

'

.

ill

-

'

-

.

i-

.

.

your own idea.
.
3. If you should attend a meeting,
find fault with everything '.uit's gt ,
ing on. If your oilicers aro sliowlilg
pop, demand to know in open meeting
what political oflices thoy intend running ffir.
4. Never accept an ofilco In Hie post.
Most otlici's liave duties connected
with
and it Is .much easier to
criticise (lie way tlie 'other fellow is
trying to handle the Job.
5. Get sore at the organization If you
are not appointed on n committee..
C. If you are appointed, don't bother nhout ntlendln;! the committee
meetings. They often are a bore.
(u u iuuiumi
; 1 Hiring
keep still. After it has passed, tell
some one why they .should have voted
It down.
The.
8. Forget. to pay your dues.
post can get along awhile longer without your contribution.
9. Don't try to get new members.
George will do it.
10. Don't do any work on post affairs, or nny more than is absolutely
necessary.
When other members roll
up their sleeves and give unselfishly
of their time and ubility to help things
along, get up on your bind legs and ,
howl Hint the post is being run by a
clique.
11. Remember,, you owe no duty or
obligation to a: sick or disahjed buddy
your own uersonnl comfort comes
first.
.

later.
Begin now by depositing
Citizens State Bank.

regularly in the

.CITIZENS STATE BANK

tin-til- ,

Mills, New Mexico

vacated.
R. E. Anderson has traded his
car for a span of big horses
which look like they eculd turn
the world around.
The mumps and measles have
nearly broke up the Mt. Oiive
school. Nearly every 'family
have them.
Mrs. W. F. Burns has teen
helpless with rheumatism but
we are glad to report she can
again walk alone.
The Loyal Sons and Daugliters
spent Sunday' afternoon in the
canyons with their teacher Mrs.
C. A. Smith as chaperon. They
cooked their lunch down there
and evéry one enjoyed themselves.
,

,

i

1

.

-

Ira Thedford's car broke

Sun!

tional

that he

in

was 41 years old

JSi.- - JLiÍL.
of the war.
Horn in Lincoln county, Miss., Dr.
Parsons was educated in the public'
and high schools of his native
college and Tulane university.
Since graduation he lias been
engaged In the practice of medicine
at Brookhaven, Miss.
During the border troubles, Dr. Parsons served as first lieutenant and captain, respectively, in the Mississippi
National Guard. Later he was promoted to major and placed in charge
of Field Hospital 153. He went overseas In command of the Seventh corps
field hospital and served with that unit
until December, 1,018, when he wus
placed in command of Collecting hospital, Seventh corps nt Wltlich, Germany. Dr. Parsons was a member of
tlie executive committee and was elected state commander of the Mississippi
department of the Legion in 1020.

(From AUTOMOBILE TRADE JOURNAL), October
1920, Mac-La- r
Battery Co. advertisement. .
"The spectacular spike test as shown in the illustration
intérests, convinces, and sells a customer almost instantly, Shurt-circuthe terminals with two twenty penny
spikfs. The spikes become red not then white hot-t- hen
melt right before the customers eyes. And this
test can be repeated thnee after time without injuring
the plates. No further argument regarding the power
and durability of the battery is needed."
'Business thus won is easily kept and grows because
the preformance of the Mac-La- r
Master Battery is satis
factory, to the highest degree."
,
"The:seven standardized models f the Mac-La- r
fit
every popular make of automobile. 18 months guarantee." WHAT GOOD IS A GUARANTEE IF NOT LIVit

:

.

ED UP TO.

Mr.. J. W. Maib of Roy, purchased a Mac-Lbattery.
Exactly nrae months later it was SHOT, In asking an adjustment this is what was received: '
ar

'

....

"

Dear Sirs:

'

'

Your letter of the 17th inst., addressed to the
Battery Company is received by the under-

Mac:Lar
signed.
We

'

'1

the appointed Receiver of this'company on'Octo

1920 and are proceeding with the liquidation of
its affairs.' The company, Therefore, CANNOT FULL-FIL- L
THE TERMS OF' ITS' GUARANTEE.
If you desire to file a claim with the Receiver under
the terms of same, please advise us and we will forward
'
you the proper blank form.
;
Very
respectfully,'
i'
'
H. L. Stanton,
...
y
.
Vice President.
,,
..-...

-

J

,

"

-

,

.

It's a harmless piece of Junk now,
but it formerly spoke with considerable
degree of authority.
This captured .German 77 Is now
permanently retired, on the public '
square in Mnrshfieid, Wis. It was
placed there by members ofWilliam'

"

'

FROM ENEMY'S LINES

Captured German 77 Now Adorns the
Public Square In Márshfield,
Wisconsin.

January 20th, 1921.

Anderson Garage and Machine Works, '
Roy, New Mexico. '
'

ber-30th-

PIECE

DETROIT TRUST COMPANY
Detroit,' Michigan.

,

.The Play "An Awful Aunt"
and the box supper is in progress at the Baptist Church tonight as we go to press. A large
crowd iá present and all are enjoying the fun. We will tell
you all about it 111 next weeks
paper..;..

'V

Mi"-'-sipn-

his case is excep-

9-- 16

!

Dr. Ira L.' Tarsons, commander of
l
department of the
the
American Legion,
was one of the
.thousands of physicians who left

pray
lucrative
tices to enter the
military sendee
during tho World
However,
war.

SE,

dicine.

'

í

Sclittltz & Johnson

:

.

Ira U Parsons, M. D.,.ls Leaden of
the Mississippi Department of
i; .
the American Legion.

SEE

J

"Mentiras"Club with he. explan- tafióHU'That '' we don't ,smoke"
Kb.wwe feád '.already guessed:
that much.an4we.wiU bet.h tíic- kled "purp"" ágainjst a QUshnyt
that the U correspondent'' frqiii
stay' putMills doesn't'."'swear,
late at nights nor chetv tobacco
either. And yet,
the lack of all these--. qualifications the items from Mills'
are the best in the paper, excepting of course thé "Mentiras".
Dr.' D (X Gamble, 'having sold
his building .2nd stock of goods
to I. A. Dyke has moved to the
Kress hquse in" the Southeastern
Part of tdwn where he will live
bdsiness to the practice of me-

IS DEPT. COMMANDER

DOCTOR

.

,

.'

1

íflíjJ

"

Motion declared to have been
lost. Different members detailed harrowing experiences in
which hard luck had dogged
their steps from early childhood
A yisit-tin- g
to toddering old age.
member" from- Roy ' then
arose and with melacholy air
"Mr. President and
began.
Gentlemen of the Mentiras Club ;
As you all know a shprt time
ago the eighteenth amendment
was addopted and prohibition
went into, effect. I with a number of my friends made a "night
of it" the day that it took effect
and when sober reason returned
to it's throne I found that I had
left about a whiskey ' glass full
fóntoyá, fVona
Hibfl. - Isidro',
I decided
of good old liquor.
yisitipgV with
again,is
Watrous
keep
as
a
relic
would
I
it
that
of the good old days ,nd that ,f riends in" the.ijew.V county; and
when the time came thatJE tvas looking 'aftéí''his:íái'geMive, stock
to pass on to the "GreatBeyond" interests' néáiy the' county seat.
that I would bequesath it' to ,a ife feports everything' as quiet
-museum for future generations
to gaze upon. I prized it only 'DrV D;. .GV Gamble was called
as you can realize who have .had tó- Campana .Tuesday.1 to. Attend
the good fortuné tósecóre pos- á wife of one' pf the sectimj..men
Si V.
session of so priceless an'.article. on' the
Se
Hon T.
me on my trips
I carried it
and at night before going to bed nator was a business. caller ,jn
I would unwrap it and gaze the County seat Wednesday..
I. A. Dyke, the new merchant;
upon it's beautiful amber color,
look- with admiration on the lit- has just received anoher shiptle beads; that 'Would gather on ment of groceries and is fast
the surface", listen with estatic fixing up his new store.
The Baptists will have a big
attention to the gentle splash
and gurgle of the priceless liquid basket dinner at the School
as I shook the little bottle and House next Sunday 'and preathen reverently place itunder my ching by Rev. L.W. Massagee.,
time is: assured' all; Bet-pillow for safekeeping Jurihg. A
'
out and enjoy tji,fea$t
come
I
the night. Often have imagi: ter
ned it's delicate flavor; the vel-- 1 of febefd 'things, bbth spiritual
vety smoothness, .the sense of and physical that ! tfiHM pi- -:
k
happiness that would be mine V1UCU..
were a few drops but coursing
.The: Mills correspondent re
through myyems, put, never, fuses our cigar offered by the

A few hundred1 saved during the next four
,.
., U4-.........
J í'
years juay
uclvvccii
iiiuiiu uic uuiejeiice

is ill

Mrs. Clara Fuller, wife of day, while they were eirroute to
George Fuller, who was killed the canyons, but Ira never lets
last summer by. accidental dis- a little thing like that worry
charge of a shot gun in the him nor prevent him man having a good time,
hands of his brother-in-laProf. Carnes 'entertained his
Avon Tanner, was hurried to
Friday vening at the
pupils
the hospital in Roy where she
gave birth to a fine girl baby on Williams home. 'A good time is
Sunday night,
Mother and reported.
The school board election Mon
child both doing well according
day, passed off very quietly.
to the lalest rports. '
Sshool election at Mosquero C. A. Smith was elected to suc
passd off quietly at the county ceed Geo. Cochrane who retires
seat Monday.
The only candi We think Mr. Smith will work
date, W. C. Wickham, was re- for the betterment of oxtr school
elected to the posotion of Direc- here and we heartly wish him
tor and needles to say that his success. Also that he may reelection was practically unani tain the good opinion of the
mous. The Board is preparing patrons of the district, (espe
and never
for the greatest year in the his cially .the ladies) might
deam
tory of the district during the make what they
big
mistake.
a
coming season,
ine consoliThe Ladies Aid made about
dated district will have become
a fact and it is hoped to carry $18.00 at Palmer Porter's sale
There was a
the full high school course if last Saturday.present
and every
large
crowd
required.
However
hungry.
seemed
one
Our Mentiras as usual has
immensely
not
Mr.
was
Porter
attracted a great deal of attengot
tion and" we are in receipt of pleased with the prices he
acsmilingly
stuff
but
his'
for
a large number of queries from
'
cepted
it.
people attracted by our vast
knowledge as it shine fortK" in
HOLDING BIG SALE
the column of the .A. We have
The R. P. Shaya Company's
decided to limit our ánswers to
large sale will open Saturday
one a week and take them each April
9th, and continue until
in it's turn. For this week we April 30th. This will be one of
have a querry irom
nign
largest sales ever pulled off
School Girl" who writes "Mi theRoy and
the,, prices offered
in
Mosquero Mentiras, you seem to
bargains. The S.A. has
real
are
know so much, will yon please
been busy all. week, getting out
ell me the proper definition of
the large four page circulars
a jury and why the lawyers- al which tell you all about it. If
ways seek to secure men who
you have not received one, call
know the least to serve on ju at the store or write for one at
Certainly, Glad to acries?"
once.
comodate you. I am sure. A jury
is a body of twelve men selected
Notice to the public. '
to see who has the best lawyer.
Notice is hereby given that
lawyers seek to secure the most I have this day, April 11th, 1921
gnorant men on juries in ordér put out poison on the W.S. Wane
to be able to fool them more farm which is the S'2 of NE14,
readily. '
and
and the Ni2 of the
Mrs. Pabhta Baca, moved to the SEVi, of the SEV4 of Sec. 33
the ranch' in the valley where Twp. 20 N: R. 26. tor the pul
she will personally superintend póse of poisoning gophers and
the .work on the ranch during other rodents. Any person in
the rush of lambing and shea- terested will please govern
ring time and the spring work themselves accordingly.
necessary v.njarge sheep and
II. Kennard
Pd.

a

vm-irn-

with an attack of tonsilitis.
Mr. and Mrs. Ira Thedford
moved back to the ranch Monday and Mr. and Mrs. John Hep-- ,
burn moved in the house by the
Lebert Hotel which Thedford's

.

--

nnrl ambi
Mrmfv savprt vhfn vein nrp
tious or middle-age- d
and prosperous, is a sort of
silent partnerthat becomes more important the
oldr you grow.

B

'

Cochrane

jjaeven commananienis in reverse
English" have been found useful by
William Q. Setllffe, state adjutant. o(
the. American Legion la Illinois, In
building up the Legion's program o
that state. They are as follows :.,
1. Don't attend meetings If It rains.
You might get your feet wet, and you
are "liot in the physical condition yon
were nt the cantonments, or at Drest.
2. Don't think of going if it Is a
wunn, incMMinr.c iKgui. inert: uie iuib
of other tilings yw.i could do thc.t sort
of n uiglit.
F'r instance Oh, roU

Your Silent Pardner

In the asure skies
N every thing's cool and
dry.
Mrs. W. H. McMinn is visiting
her sister in colorado.,
Mr. Hermann purchased a
new wagon of the Wilson Co.
last Saturday. He works a fine
large pair of mules to it which
he also recently purchased and
he surely does look great. A car
is mighty nice but a new green
wagon some how reminds us of
thém good old happy days;
Miss Thelma

SETLIFFB

BY

Illinois State Adjutant Offart Eleven"
Commandmente Which He Ha
Found Useful.

;

,

HINTS

TIMELY

,

y.

'

.'

.

.

'

.

The Anderson Battel Station made good, ithe above;
'
company's guarantee;
""'

rrb

.

'

Ihtl

U'i. It. pnly pays to.buy the products

of an old established
concern, wun a gooa .record tiemnd thera, süch as the
'
U.
L., Vesta, EXide or Gould.
"

:

-

;

Adorns . Marsiifieid
(Wis.),
.. '
Square.
,

'.'

-

t

i

'.'.;.

.v

.

:

..J

..

Batfery Station
'

;"

'Ui;'S. L. BATTERIES
Water and Batteries testedfree '

'

f

Public
'

'

J. Lesselyoung post with 'appropriate
During the festivities it.
ceremonies.
was noticeuble that .Argonne veterans
shied away from the business end of
the gun,
V

Cared for Many

''

Orphan.

French war orphans were
cared for during the period of
by the .adoption fund raised-bthe American
Legion. ' The . total
amount contributed by Legion posts
in many parts of the country and In.
'
fiitiduals for 1920 Was 4,6oO.
y
Sixty-tw- o

one-yea-

y

i

THE
.

-

iJOUntV
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Items of Interest
From our Mora
Correspondent
(Irvin Ogden Sr Correspondent)
School election in Mora was
a big day, Monday, Twenty or
more cars were running all day
bringing voters to the polls
which were held by the School
P.oard at the Co. SuDt's office.
It w,as not much enthusiasm for
the candidates as it was chance
to test strength and show which

party had the most adherents.
The ReDublicans were jubilant
of Leandro
over the
Muniz while the Democrats were
well nleased that their candidate

I have a

of on record be
suggested that
even
is
and
aired
your correspondent write up
some things, We .will not at
tempt it, however no yet.
ProsDeritv and advancement
have not spoiled one old New
Mexico enthusiast. He is on me
highway to success but remem
bers old friends here.
The trees are budding and
our apple and pear trees will
soon be in blossom in tne uacK
yard and the pasture is a mat of
greensward tacked oown wnu
tacks, and it looks
mighty good. Our
ted tract is one tnat pays no attention to the rainfall, the
springs run from under it all
the time: If we had 160 acres
of this valley land we would
call it a farm.
Pacheco and Madrid have
opened up their picture show
g
again after a long vacauon
bufine
Lent. They had a
siness Sunday evening at the
trold-head-

APRIL 9, 1921
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WANTED TO RENT FARM

the wish of sonie of tke
things that are well known here

OCai ond the nrnnf

News

SPANISH-AMERICA-

ed

sub-irng- a-

320-ac-re

rent; well improved,

farm for
acres

190

mile,
School one-ha-lf
broke,
and daily mail by door; 20 miles
north of Roy and 12 miles east
Extra good soil.
of Abbott.
of crop Apply,
Want
at the Spanish American office
one-four- th

for contract or write direct to
Elbert Piper, Noble, 0m.

HEY! $700 Cash will take
Equity in 200 acres of land
Union County and located in
N.E.1-4- ,
the S.W.1-- 4 and

my
m

the
the

of Sec.l,Twp.21 N.R. 28

S.E.1-- 4

Balance of $1900
E.N.M.P.M.
26 years.
in
state
due the

Er quire at the S.A.Office.

NOTICE to the PUBLIC . .
On and after April 1st, the
price per head tor watering
stock at the City Water tank
will be $1.00 per head per month
cows, horses or burrows. This
means those who water daily at
'
opening.
the tank. Water delivered by
The dance Saturday night the tank 20 cents per barrel;
drew a good crowd but people single barrel lots 2o cents each.
had gotten out oí tne nami ana
C.W.B. LEATHERMAN
it. tI ill take a few weeks to re
establish the custom again.
acres 8 miles N.E.
For sale-16- 0
This copy is written under
Roy
hole on place, price
water
of
and is abbreviated but
Vance
W.J.
acre.
per
$15
still long enough.
N.M.
Tucumcari
the
for
THE contract is let
to
Mora
from
highway
new
and Black Lakes to connect
Call
n
road
with the
and the- same contractor who
built the Mora Vegas road will
For
take his equipment on up the
The new
valley this spring.
Contract is for $74.000.00 and
and
covers over 50 miles of road so I guarantee to get you there
rock-suget you back.
it. evidently
wont be
fared. The road from Holmán
Telephone Dodds.
thru Porte del Hombre pass
will also be made fit for auto
LOST: Between P.O. and
This main
traffic via Toas.
Motor Co. or Bap
Beck
"Jay
street willW-be no place for
,u
tko tist Church a ladies wrist
""'iV:10
watch and chain. Initials RID
uu-rin-

Mr J A. Stevenson was m
Roy Wednesday and informed us
that he and Air. Adams win open
up and establish an omce m
Miiu where, thev will take care
of all kinds of veterinary work.
Both of these men are graduate
veterinarians and will fill a long
felt want of the Mesa. Read
their ad which appars elsewhere
in the S. A.

"

General Blacksmith

and
Machine Work,
AT THE OLD STAND,
WITH THE LIBERTY
GARAGE
.

J.

'

Wm. Schoenerstedt was in
Wednesday and tells us
that he has purchased the Old
Bentley Block in muís, ana win
arrange it into a Hall and living
quarters. He also tells us that
he has opened up a shoe repair
shop and left a nice ad with us
which will appear in the S. A.
"or a few weeks.

a Wade,Prop'r

Martin W. White
Live Stock and Farm Sale

Auctioneer

1921.
NOTICE is hereby given
that Delfino S. Quintana, of
Gallegos, New Mexico, who on
April 13th. 1918, made additio

nal homestead act of July 3,
No. 024775, for NEVi
1916.
SEi4, N'2 mVi, SEij, NE14,

Township
17N.
Section 20,
Range 31 East, N.M.P. Meridian
has filed notice of intention to
make Final Three Year Proof,..
to establish, claim to the land
above described, before U. S.
Commissioner A. A. Wynne, at
Mosquero. New Mexico, on the
20th day of April, 1921.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Jeff McKee of David, New Mexi

'Victoriano S. Quintana, of

co,

Gallegos, New Mexico, Abran
Casados, of Gallegos, New Mes,
xico. Marselino Padilla, of
New Mexico.
Paz Valverde,

Real Estate

A. T. Carter and Wm. Heath
were over from Kephart the
irst of the week trading witn
Roy merchants. Both of these
farmers know where to go to

Notice for Publication.
Department of the Interior,
U. 8. LAND OFFICE at Clayton, New Mxico, March 8th

Gal-lego-

Route A
Mills, New Mexico

Register.
Nilalas Martinez held him down
18.
The
of
but
to a majority
trade to get the best bargains
Outside Basement Work '
total vote cast in this district
on the mesa.
Seed
Cane
FOR
SALE:
Oranze
me dig your basement
Let
was 163.
$2.00
seed
at
Millet
you
under your home, or the
Pearl
and
for
democrats
believed
the
It is
TT C. . Barrett
and family per hundred while it lasts.Come one
that you intend to build.
have elected their ticket in most
moved to Fort Sumner the first at once if you want the best on
How
about that cistern you
efAn
of the other districts.
Mr. Barrett has
of the week.
dug, Let me figsacks.
your
own
having
bring
mesa;
intend
the
women
to
keep
made
was
fort
resigned his position with the
.Mosquero
All work guaryou.
A.
R.l
MURPHY
O.
with
ure
from voting in several districts
'
P. Shaya Uo. and wm enter
2- - 9- - 16- - 23 pd anteed.
Roy,N. M.
Nugen,
R.
J.
setbusy
and Co. Supt has been
similar position at Fort Sum
ting right the many disturbanner.
ces that have been started.
A pleasing innovation was
attandarice at a program and
contest given by the teachers
and pupils of the Presbyterian
school at Holman last Friday.
We' do everything in the Photo Line
Contests in spelling and arithmetic proved awell taught school
and bright children, and in the
Let us Frame your Diploma, License or
evening the program given was
Room 9, First Nat'l
schools in the
one, that many
Pictures of any kind or size.
eas't-en- d
Bank Bldg,
could not surprise.
Readings, vocal music and
tableaux, drills and costumes
We have a good selections of Mouldings.
were all simply fine,
n
i... o.
i
rvuy
comity
ouiveyur. s.j.n..
do-K- odak
was here Monday with Atty
Geo, II. Hunker and his assis TrílTTlí". STHI LS. i
tl!lllllllllllllllllimillltlllllHIIIIHIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIBlBllllt
Ben Brown and his Mentiras in back.$5.00 reward for re
tant, Mr. Noble, of Las Vegas.
Finishing
9
to despa-ratio- tuanto S.A.office.
us
driven
almost
have
They were geting action on the
Repairing
Kodak
We warn him and here
surveying and platting of the
Farm Views
'
shall start writing
we
j
Wagon Mound School District that
Enlarging
publish
and
poetryyes,
spring
ting so that they can
Copying
to read it if
and sell their School Bonds. it where he'll have
Framing
Fancy Comb ; Extracted HoRey
stop.
dont
he
The oversight by many districts
Cleanmg old Pictures
a or saie Dy me ase
1'
' Mills
correspondent
That
in this detail will interfere with
Cans
Gal.
5
in
and
when she tried to
the sale of their bonds as the meant alright
Ask the: man who owns one
,
- tteiaueu uj an
h a in toll i (ron t. rnmnnKÍ1
LHV.
' Office Hours- -9 A. M. to. 4 P. M.
aauwie"w
law specifies that all districts tUllCtb
liroceus
Leading
Free booklet on request.
'
must be platted, the corners and tor last week, only she didnt
Queens
and
Bees
Italian.
get his case diagnosed right We
marked and a plat mio-h. Ixuindaries
Pioneer Garage
set her straisht br say
filed with the Co. SuperintenMosquero, N. M.
of
wrong
font
a
dent before Bonds can be legally ing that he has
'
t
space- - P.O. Box
his
magazine,
New
Mex.
Springer,
his
in
mats
.
issued.
FISK & GOODYEAR TIRES
nas
metal
the
is
bent,
band
The desired order was secured
FORD PARTS
he Ford Magnetos recharged bj
Roy, New Mexico
for Wagon Mound and will "froze" in his think tank, and
FREE BÜVTTERY SERVICE
experts. $2.50
doubtless be allowed by the is out of chawin' terbaccer but
Aaderson Battery Station.
IinUUIIVIIIIIIIIIIIIimWWttHlllllllllllllllllHIIIIIIIIHBUPH
County Commissioners, now in otherwise he is all right even it
VWWWV WW W WW W wwwwwwwww
a
care
dont
spell
and
cant
he
session.
FOR
RENT
words.
he divides bis
Luis Pacheco, Dep. Clerk of where
.
í dont think the "Devil" has
Parsonage at Solano, 5 roew
in
case
a
the Court, is a witness
will rent four rooms ami
home,
on the
in court at Santa Fe, this week. anything
one for myself, cáll ew
reserve
(DEVIL.)
He drove down in his "Subwrite Rev. McMillen, Solana.
J. P. Maes accompamarine"
New Mexico.
nying him to see that he didnt
PALOUSE VALLEY
FORT. SALE:
get in car trouble enroute.
Good German
....
I 1 f ! 1 11 V
Corporal Maes has been apMartin White is attending to j Millet ' Seed; noe better in tie
pointed Military Instructor for business in Oklahoma-Mr- s
state. Price at ranch
pK
,.- - soma. '
t.
the boys of the Mora Schools.
yvui
have
yi
iu.
jJiiiis
children
Brown's
Ida
He proposes to teach them. the the measles this week.
P. M Woodard
Roy New Mexium.
signal code, the manuel of arms
"A"
Route
team
Mr. Kohles bought a
and a number of things that of bay horses from Roy Myers.
will irot. their shoulders back and
MILLET SEED
Mrs Tom MrUarthy is on tne
forman and . Siberian : chsiirc
their chests out as well as wise sick list.
them in the iead to a lot of
-Mrs. Jane Proctor is impro- - and recleaned. price 3 cents p.er
things that will be good for vine, she was among tne sick MHind. Hacks net furnished.
C Burtaa
them. It is a good thing for last week.
Solano, N. Me&.
the schools and they are getting
Spring Í3 certainly here, most
free, the service of an instruc- every one is thru with tneir
tor that manv schools are glad first listing.
to pay a good salary for.
Mary Shaw spent Sunday witn
Levi Madrid, in the Supt's. Laura and Lela Brown.
Sta at the old stand'
With a line of aelf mSmz
office, has a Studebaker-- 6 since
Everett White visited
windmill stock pumps, liver
last week. He brought it home
and Knox White Sunday.
T.ittlfi Fav Brown has been asd Ensetson imoiementív larm
thru the snow storm which left
wagons "IT type pumping: oil
'6 inches of the beautiful on the visiting Mrs. W.L. Brockman.
ground here but didnt even
Chester Proctor attended tne Engines aad LTC.
sprinkle half way to Vegas. Levi i'rfa Saturday nicht.
is justly proud of his new transMonday was School meeting
.
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Raton-Cimaro-
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I. C. Dodds

Elmer E. Veeder

Auto Livery

ATTORNEY
AT LAW

r-

East Las Vegas,

.

itt'n...

t,

New Mexico

-

We also

.

n.

.

What do you

think of those
smart little

FATJO'S HONEY

-

(

MAXWELLS'

"

n.

l.e:deubler
Photographer .

Fatjo Apiaries

t

THE FAMOUS HOLT

er

n-- J,!.

Ill

2,c

Baum Bros.

Attractive Pnces
LoWar than the
Lowest.

Self Propelled Combine Harvesting
ac hi n e r

11

quite a few attended. Mr.Martin
An injunction suit to prevent Whito and B. B. Shaw are the
the building of a wooden flume two new directors.
in the irrigation ditch along the
Mrs. B. B. Shaw has seventy
We are closing aufcaw Auto
Scenic Highway down Mora Can- five chicks just hatched. Cueand
Tractor 01I3.
and
La
ran
Mora
team
yon between
Alfred Brown's
va, is threatened. It will have away and were cut, up by wire
baum
a InTid cmn nr the ditch will be considerable.
NEW MEXICO.
ROY,
finished before it is served. The
A surprise party was given
BAGWELL SERVICE
Jim Prichard Construction Co. at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
means
STATION.
which
of
their
it
in
honor
is building it
,t t Prw
y
birthday
ttetrfcal reoair
mir
wont be all summer doin.
ISth
Vonda's
daughter
woak, and Magnet recharging
A trapper with a permit, is Wednesday evening sutn.
where you Ko utey win re
She was invited nome in
catching beaver down the river.
and
by
ccive expert sttefttian. . .
Laura
the
fiir
reduce
simner
to
necessary
It is
get
homo
Have those wawo out wre
number in order to prevent Lela Brovin, and didnt
ne
before it is too late. Aye
fixed
wnen
o'eJocK
8
ditches.
until about
damage to irrigation
you
setting
the service from
He has several high priced pelta came in, the house was crowded
you should, if
young.
Battery
your
and
old
with people both
out drying.
m.
not;
briny
it
Trwin ia here with
. t
aun;.?
TTarv
1- .rzs o tciock
,
AB work guaranteed.
the County Commissioners and played and about u ' .nil IRA
C R. BAGWELL
. . .
hurrying to get back to his rar- UU KM
uo- - At Wm. Braahears oil station.
uve
thirty
abcut
f
crowd
ing. He is sure enough from the
ner many nwrc
TEnst End" now, or soon will' be. parted, wishing
FOR SALE
birthdays.
vile and the other officers feel happy
One &mn of 8 rear oW work
keenly the complaints and criaLia eood wttran and
Alvin Lusk, wife and baby ot ivnmca.
ticism that comes to them from
a
the parental Lwk ihtwt ww set f hamesa. If
the legacy of' troubles and mal- Mills visitedhoxrea
in and near
administration of former, offi- nd BruceSaturday --nd ñsu&h
r.oy.hst
?.nd ways.
wany
portation.
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Let u tell you how you can put your wheat in the
at ONE FOURTH the COST of heading and threshing.
E. A. FLAVELL
Siiissman.

LOCAL REPRESENTATIVE
HOLT MANUFACTURING COMPANY.

tHC

SPANISH-AMERICA-

FINE CROPS SURE

Southwest
Farmers

in

-

'jubilant

Implement & Machinery Sale

Western Canada
at Prospect.

New Mexico
and Arizona

Splendid Winter Weather Has Put the
Naturally Fertile Land In Splen-- .
did Condition, and Bountiful
Yields Are Assured.

i

The Western

Farm

18IT 15th
SSV
cent

- Dearer.

,

uluu ru 25 per
sea MmM familiar
our eeklr
ric llrt. A3, of

wMSiESALE.

AT

Machinery Company
St-

An

mm tat bit ttoit

wlU pricei. Send far
trocrrta and auppliae. Stsckarawen Wfctteaakt lastly Co., 152 19ta It, p. I. Ml 1442, Oeawr.

HOME OF THE COLE
ALWAYS THE SEST 11 USES CASS.
Li (or Coiapleta

Write

Information,

toy ay Mail.

1225 IMADWAY

TS

,I,E"- -

GLASSES

EYE

CtMrLETE

"red-hande-

TOIUC OPTICAL C0 1MB Stoat St.
A.

UKHT

HOHPORD,
Distributor
ERIE CORDS"
exhibit Auto Show, April

See our

Better Tires
PAINTS

to

4

.

1921

'

.
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Wetter Service

AND WALL

PAPER

How Point, illon. J2.90; Black Roof Point, callón. 98c; Wall Poner Cleaner, can, 10o; Wall Paper,
Jouble roll, 30e.
sknd FOR SAMPLES.
Arrow Point A Wall Paper Co.. 14t A Calif.. Senear

GRUD DRY CLEANING
Garments
dyed any color.
work
given prompt attention. Twenty-thre- e
years' satisfactory service. Grand

Building,

and Logan

Seventeenth

SHOES REPAIRED eieu5

St.

dellr- ane-

in 1). S. it Denrer prlcea.
UiuatMaetorr .otk
riwiicu wir expense.
LAaitns anua strain
TOSY. YELLOW
FRONT,
1553 CHAMPA STREET.,
wnere

r,

KOHAlfQ
auunAO
EASTMAN
626 Sixteenth

"

K0DAK

Dw

P,,,,

TOO
F'MISHING.
Materials Ceaaaa.

KODAK COMPANY,
Street, Denver. Colorado.

UY

COFFEE

FROM,

THE

ROASTEI

(Jot Wholesale Price. Write for Sample.
THE SPRAY C0FF.EE AND SPICE CO.
Tmnty-trs- t
tot Market Strteti. DonVor

SANITARY CLEANING & DYEING
Mail

Orden

Giren

prompt Attention.

10 Eait Calla.

' HALDHEADS

Prof. Charles will fit you
with the moHt natural Toupee: Charles
Hair & Beauty Shop, 410 16th SUDenver
transfor.

HATR flOOrK
ullclted.

Caitlllei Htlr

FLOWERS

Park Floral

POR

,W,TCHK- NATIONS, ETC. Mall
Mom, 020 15th St., Denm.

ALL

OCCASIONS.

Co.. 1643 Broadway.

PARLORS. Hair Goods by
Milllcent Hart Co.. 721 15th. St

1SEAUTY
i

mail.

JEWELRY
watches, silverware. Qut town
orders careful attention Est 1873.
BOHM-ALLE-

"What a delightful winter we have
had." Is an exnresslon that could be
heard almost anywhere when the
topic of the weather became the sub
ject of conversation. Not only In the
Middle West and "down east" could
it be heard, but also In the Far West,
up in the Canadian West,
'mere
the same remarkable features that
broueht forth a wonderful winter ex
isted. Reports from all parts of the
country, from famed Medicine Hat in
Alberta to Wlnninee In Manitoba, in
dicate that all through the winter
season very little cold weather was
experienced.
In December, we read
that golf playing had put into the dis
card all ice sports, that farmers were
plowing their
caught
fields. In January, the Alberta yeo
man got out his tractor and in his
shirt sleeves was seen preparing
irronnd for the 1921 crop. Purlng
Saskatchewan, one
in
February,
farmer harrowed nity ucrea mm
planted the seed. "Why, yes, of
said an Iowa
course, In March,"
farmer, who had just heard from his
son, who was looking after the Western Canadian farm, "my boy writes
me they had some snow, and a few
cold dips, but what did that matter?
The rattle and the horses came
through the winter in better condition
than they looked three or four montns
ago.' Grass was plentiful on the prairies, the stubble was rich and valuable as food, and the straw stacks
and groves proved ample for shelter.
Snrlnar is now fully upon the West
ern Canada farmer, his machinery is
all in shape for a spring's woric, ana
he is looking forward to an excellent
crop year. , Last fall there was a
splendid lot of moisture that permeated ther ground sufficiently to leave
a nerfect seed bed. Indications are
now that the crop will go in in the
condition required for successful germination. Then, with the lengthened
days of May and June, the many
hours of sunshine that they bring, accompanied by showers of rain, and
with a soil of which there is none
richer nor more generous, there will
he seen nrenarinz for a ripening har
vest the hundreds of thousands of
acres of wheat, oats, barley, rye, alfalfa and corn that will make the
hearts of the Western Canada farmers
swell with pride as they reasonably
look forward to an abundant harvest.
There is a great deal that can be
said in avor of the climate of Western Canada. The most important is
that those who live there, and have
lived in other countries, prefer it to
anv they have experienced elsewhere.
It is true the winters as a rule are
colder than are those in countries
lying much farther south, but it is
also true that they are tempered by
a dryness of the atmosphere that
makes a lower temperature preferable
to that several degrees higher where
greater humidity prevails. Enervation and llstlessness are unknown;
the air is bracing, but the cold is not
penetrating. Then the summers and
the autumns they could not be more
enjoyable. Advertisement.

N

AUTO TOPS. Side and back curtains.
Mall orders. C. P. Bliss. 1351 Court PI.

NEW EXAMINATION.

Paris. Doctors examining the new
conscription class ot 1921, which Is to
be called to the colors this month, have
a new question to put to each youth as
he stands before the examiners clad In
his "alltogether."
It Is : "Are you a mediollgne or
,

Constripts who thought the doctors
were calling them names were gently
told that the terms are the result of a
new discovery by Dr. Thorls that by
examining the bones of a man by
It is possible to tell with practical certainty whether he Is capable of
sustaining long marches and hard labor, or whether he is better at brain
work and ought to be put In the cavalry or the QMO.
Incidentally, It was discovered Apollo wasn't by any means an ideal physical type. He would never have got
by the medical board, because he was
i too
evenly proportioned.
The best
male structure, says Thoris, is that of
the mediollgne, who has short legs but
a long and powerful trunk. As an example he cited Georges Carpentler.
"Mr. Gotton Wins."
Lexington, Va. Mr. Gotton of Mem-

Too Bad.

Sculptor (to his friend) Well,
what do you think of my bust? Fine
piece of marble, isn't it?
ent.
What a pity
to have made a bust of it. It would
have made a lovely washstand. PearFriendt-Magnlfic-

son's Weekly.

Important to Mothers

Examine carefully every bottle of

CASTOKIA,

that

famous old remedy

for Infants and children, and see that it

GtATZ&&tÍ

phis is bantamweight wrestling chamSignature
pion of Washington and Lee UniveIn Use for Over 80 Years.
rsity, but whether his first name Is Children Cry for Fletcher's Castoria
Henry or, Nicholas nobody but the
Memphis
twins know. They are
Denied the Charge.
alike as peas and after 'winning their
Kind Lady You should brace up,
way through tryouts to the . annual my poor man. Bemeinber what you
chompionshlp fought It out clad in sim- owe to society.
ple gymnasium suits. Somebody won,
Hobo I don't owe society nuthin',
but it looked like a ' man wrestling lady. ' What do yer t'Ink I've been
with himself, and the referee would dpin' playln' bridge? Boston Trannot take a chance on identification. He. script.
merely announced that the championship had been "won by Mr. Gotton"
Don't Forget Cuticura Talcum
and the audience roared approval, ' v When adding to your toilet requisites.
An exquisitely scented face, skin, baby
and dusting powdet and perfume, reni Bandit Not Posted..,
dering other perfumes superfluous.
Chicago. A girl novice in the school
may rely on It because one of the
of banditry failed in an attempt to put You
Cuticura
Trio (Soap, Ointment and
'
.Iji
on
practice
Harry
her lessons
'
Talcum).
25c each everywhere.
Adv.
Accompanied
by a man,
Baumstein.
she met Baumstein. "Put up ; your
Raising the Price.
hands," she said, pointing a small pis--' f Mother Johnny, will you be quiet
tol at him. Baumstein put them up. for a bit?
"Now what do I do?" she asked her
Johnny I'll, do it for two bits,
"
companion. Baumstein did it for her. Awgwau.
v'
..
V
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SETTLED

OPTIMISTIC OUTLOOK FOR EARLY
ADJUSTMENT

OF DIFFICUL--

Tak?TgtSódoorCer's"UttIe

Production of copper

by"

CARTER'S

plant.
At least two" men were crucified in
New Mexico on Good Friday. There
probably were more, but American vis
itors at the village of the Penitentes
at Abiquiu, about forty miles northwest of Santa Fé, saw the naked forms
of two, men tied 'to huge crosses on
which they suffered the agonies of
Christ, for more than a half hour,
when they were taken down bleeding

and exhausted.
Juan Gonzales, an employe of the
Chino Copper Company of Silver City,
N. M, was Instantly killed when the
big truck on which he was riding
passed over his body. Gonzales was a
helper on the truck which was used to
haul scrap iron, and It Is thought that
he attempted to put a rock under the
wheels when the big machine stalled
on a small hill. The lock did not hold
the truck and It continued ' to jback
down tjie hill, one of the wheels pass-- '
lng over the chest of the man.
Although the Superior & Boston Mining Company

at

I

the Copper

Company, largest copper producer In Arizona, will be suspended April 15, "until the large surplus of copper now on hand can be reduced to a normal basis," according to
announcement made here by Grant H.
Bowell, manager of the company.
The secretary of state now has received all of the bills passed by the
Arizona Legislature and acted upon by
the governor. There are 181 bills in
all. This Legislature exceeded the
number of bills passed by the Legislature two years ago by, two bills. The
Fourth Legislature passed 179 bills. .
A new hotel is to be erected on the
site of the old Southwestern at Roy, N.
M., which was burned sometime ago,
and the work of putting In the basement has already been started. The
new building will be made of brick
and concrete and will be modern In
every way, having' a full basement
which will house the steam heating

Globe, Ariz., ha

been

operation for sixteen years and the
land surface of the holdings within 100
feet of the mine office has been trodden by countless feet, the discovery
has just been made that asbestos deposits exist. The asbestos is found on
the surface generally with a hanging
wall of serpentine and it usually runs
frem surface down. The discovery on
the property is In the nature of pockets, after the manner of the Canadian
asbestos deposits.
'. Asking $15,000 for a' crushed foot
and ankle, suit has been filed in the
Supreme Court at Jerome, Ariz., for
Costor Parada against the United
Verde Extension MinlngCompany by
plaintiffs counsel, F. C. Struckmeyer,
R. B. Westervelt and C. E. Johns. Parada was working as a miner and
levmucker In a slope on the 1,300-foel on Nov. 26, 1920, repairing, removing and replacing timbers.
A large
quantity of rock fell on his right foot.
and ankle, crushing thé bones and mutilating the member.
According to reports of the biological
survey, hundreds of coyotes have been
killed In New Mexico during the past
three months by the field men and
trappers. The field men have assisted
the ranchmen and farmers in the work
and have succeeded In destroying more
predatory animals than at any other
time In the history of the state. Expert trappers have been sent to all the
ranges where wolves have been a menace and It is estimated that their work
has saved thousands of dollars' worth
of livestock during the winter.
Governor Mechem of New Mexico
has appointed the Rio Grande commission which will have charge of the survey of tlie lower valley looking to reclamation. He named A. B. McMlllen,
Albuquerque ; W. C. Reíd, Albuquerque,
and C. T. Brown, Socorro. The Legislature appropriated $25,000 for the surIn

ot

vey.
The contract for the new high school
at Maxwell, N. M., has been awarded
and the actual construction work will
be started soon. Bonds amounting to
$75,000 wew vpjed for the building
about a year ago and the bids were
opened recently and the deal for the
3rection of the structure closed. This
will be the fourth high school building
'.n Colfax county.
As a part of the effort It is milking
to clean up the city, and to provide as
many modern Improvements as possible before tlw- influx of summer visitors to Prescott, Ariz., rapidly gaining
a national reputation as one of the fin-

OF PEACE

PREDICTIONS
SITUATION

HAS UNDERGONE

CHANGE

BIG

FOR IRISH

TROUBLE.

.

(Western Newspaper Union News

Renin.

1

Dublin, April 4. The opinion has
been expressed by observers that the

Irish situation had undergone a change
for the better since March 17. A month
ago Dublin derided the peace prophets,
but predictions that there will be a
settlement are universal. Lloyd's declined to accept bets offered that peace
will 'be brought about before August.
Outwardly, conditions have not Improved. There has been no cessation
of warfare, and the trouble is spread-

Liver,

Pills then take 2 or 3 for a few nights after:

-

Serrín.)

Queen Mining

1 for

fesfl f01IIBCSl

TIES IN IRELAND.
(Weatern Newrpaper Union Newi

est climatic resorts In the country, the
common council at Its regular semimonthly meeting Issued orders to a
Cumber of'citlzens to lay .concrete sidewalks "in ' front of .their property at
He ran.
once
'
2' i
' Attorney General Palmer's ruling on
Be
Cured
Can
Catarrh
Bomb Suspects Discharged.
Catarrh Is a local disease greatly Influ- the legality 'of selling' beer In drug
, New Orleans, La.
The five seamen enced by constitutional conditions.treat-It stores when a physician's prescription
therefore requires constitutional
brought here from Rio de Janeiro re- ment. HALL'S CATARRH MEDICINE is obtained will not apply to Arizona,
taken internally and acta through a Douglas druggist was Informed In a
cently, charged with mutiny on the la
the Blood on the Mucous Surfaces of
shipping board vessel City of Alton, the System. HALL'S CATARRH letter from W. T. Webb, federal prohiMEDICINE)
destroys the foundation ol bition director for the state. Webb
and suspected of possible connection
the disease, gives the patient strength by
general health and assists said in his letter that hla office would
Improving
the
with the' Wall Street bomb explosion,
nature In doing Its work.
continue with its policy of not issuing
by'
Druggists.
Circulars free.
custody
discharged
were
AU
.
from
.
permits which conflicted with state
Co., Toledo, Ohio,
Cheney
J.
F.
United States Commissioner Browne.
laws, and as the prohibition statutes of
The men were examined by jbepart-meArizona expressly forbid the importaGeneral Definition,
of Justice officials, but
tion, transportation or sale of liquor,
Knicker What is an Island? .
dence was found which would warrant
Bocker A body of land entirely sur the ruling will be Ignored so far as his
Athein being held it tfas said.- .'.
office is concerned.
rounded by trouble.
,
"

IRISH TROUBLE

fMBE

From All Over

Closing;

out surplus stock at 30
lesa than wholesale while they last,
for cash or notes approved by your
local banker: Tractor, Motor Cultivators. Trucks, Grain Thrashers.
Bean Thrashers, Fanning; Mills, Gas
Engines, Cream Separators, Binders,
Mowers, Rakes, Harrows. Plows,
Drills, Bean Harvesters, Ford Lustrase Carriers, Grain and Bean Testing Scales, Ktc.
Write for Prices and Particulars.

News

'

You will relish your meals without iear of trouble to
follow. Millions of all ages take them for Biliousness,
Dizziness, Sick Headache, Upset Stomach and for Sallow.1
Pimply, Blotchy Skirt. I Thty tnd tht mluty o Comtipationri
Genuine be

g&z

Sail! fill; Ssuu Deae; Saull Price

Oh How Glorious to Be Free
From Rheumatism's Tortures
Just suppose you could be free
from your deepseated, agonizing
rheumatic aches and pains, your
stiff Joints and unsightly swellings!
Wouldn't you give anything to get
rid of them?
Tou have doubtless
rubbed on outside treat
ments; most rheumatism
sufferers' have. Some of
these take the edge off
the terrible pains for a
few hours, but they do
not strike at the cause,
which nearly always lies
ISW'

(

!

in the poisoned, impoverished blood.
When this is so, you need an internal remedy, one that will take
out the impurities that are torturing you, one like famous S.S.S.,
which has relieved thousands of
cases of rheumatism all over the
country just this way.
Get S.S.S. from your
druggist today, and after
starting with it write us
a history of your case,
addressing Chief Medical
Advisor, 877 Swift Laboratory, Atlanta, ( Georgia.
viafij

SS.S.

mam

ing to Ulster.

Factors serving to stimulate the optimistic view are the admission of
Premier Lloyd George of the government's failure to solve the Irish problem ; the appointment of a Catholic
viceroy ; De Valera's latest pronouncements, which are Interpreted as showing the willingness of the Sinn Fein
for what is deemed a reasonable compromise; England's internal troubles;
repudiation of the partition act by
southern Ireland; the admitted difficulty of establishing the Ulster Parliament; the significance attached in 'Ireland to. the report of the American
committee of one hundred; President
Harding's reported Indorsement of the
American relief committee's campaign,
and a rumor that Senator Kenyon is
coming as President Harding's representative to investigate.
Government circles do not conceal
their anxiety 'over the prospect that
the Sinn Fein will win most of the
seats In the southern parliament. With
the Nationalists and Sinn Felners cooperating in the north, the task of
establishing the Ulster parliament is
recognized as fraught with political
hazards.
It Is confidently asserted that the
Sinn Fein would be willing to negotiate peace on the basis of a status
of full dominion.
Christopher Reynolds, an Insurance
agent, and other prisoner In the same
lorry with Bernard Nolan of Rathfar-ham- ,
three miles south of Dublin, were
deliberately shot by crown forces, according to charges made by Reynolds
in a dying Statement.
Reynolds was an official of the New
Ireland Assurance Company, the offices of which have been raided by the
military. The homes of both Reynolds
and Nolan were raided and the two
arrested.
Police reported that the men had
been shot while attempting to escape.
The Irish Labor Qfirty has issued a
long manifesto, which declared that
the labor leaders assuming that the
"state of war" will continue for a long
time. It will suggest a war program
for the Irish community.
Loudon. A Dublin man named
was found shot dead on the
Middlesex golf course, with a
note affixed to his clothing, "Spies,
traitors, beware! I. R. A." This Is
said to, be the first occurrence of this
kind in England.
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ThInk
th means to vou in
good hard dollars with the ereat dew
mana tor wneat at nign prices. Many
farmers In western Canada have paid for their land
from a single crop. The same saccess may still be
yours, for you can buy on easy terms.
1

Fern Und si SIS fa SSO Miera

'

A

located near thrhrina towns, eood markets, railways land of a
kind which rromx lO a
luahala of wh.it tm h mmmm.
Kjooa (rating tanas at low prices convenient to your grain farm enable you to reap the profits from stock raising ant dairying.

It

Learn iha Fsefs Llz

Western

tz?.zh

low taxation (none on improvements), healthful climate, good
schools, churches, pleasant social relationships, a prosperous and
Industrious people.
For Ulutratod liuritnr. sups, daserlptkm of tana opportunities ka
Manitoba, aukatduvma and Albeirtaj, reduced railroad rata,
write
GewajrUMntot iaaatisratiea, Ottawa, Cauda, ot

f4 ''"
V.i'tfrT,J.

W. V. BENNETT, Rosm 4, Bee Buildinf, OMAHA, NE3.
Canadian Government

NOT

A

GOOD

BUSINESS

MAN

Young Corn Husk Evidently Was
Never Intended for High Place
in Modern Life,

GET VALUE
No

A sent.

OF EACH MINUTE

Man Has a Right to Waste His
Own Jime or Steal That
of Another's.

Life Is composed only of two things,
J. D. Rockefeller, Jr., said In a T.
time and effort. One is useless without
address: ',
"The successful businéss man today the other. Both should be as nearly
Is one who knows how to choose his 100 per cent productive as we are able
managers. A successful modern busi- to make them.
Try as best we may, the end of Ufa
ness Is too vast for any one man to
'
So managers are essential, will find us with many things unhandle.
and If these managers are badly done.
No man ever wholly completed th
chosen, failure follows.
"The unsuccessfull business man is task allotted to him. There Is a reaapt to depute authority to such crea- sonable excuse If into our use of timo
no waste creeps.
tures as young Corn Husk.
"Young Corn Husk's dady sent him
For the man who wastes his own
to the mill one day to try to sell the time or steals another's there Is neither excuse or valid reason.'
season's wheat crop.
Put a value on every minute. Be as
"Corn got hold of a miller and submitted a handful of wheat to him. anxious and as certain to get that
The miller examined the wheat care- value as you are to gain the worth ot
'
your dimes and your dollars.
fully. Then he snld
,
Remember that once a minute has
"'How much more has your father
got like this?'
passed by It is gone forever. F. A
" 'He ain't got no more like it,' Walker In Chicago Dally News.
young Corn answered.
'It took him
One Thing They Know.
all morning to pick that out "
Friend Wife What do you men
Honest poverty ranks as high with know about women's clothes, auy-wa,
some people as dishonest wealth does
Friend Hubby The price.
with some others.
M. C. A.

'

yT

'

Manchester, England. Alleged Sinn
Incendiarles made six attempts
A committee of one either resigns j
Guard your Influence.' After it goes
last week to set fire to hotels and residoes
something.
or
out,
you, can never catch up with It.,
dences here.,
,
,As a sequel the police raided the
Sinn Fein Club In Hulme. A battle
with revolvers ensued and an Irishman was killed, and another dangerously wounded.
Three police were
wounded. Twenty arrests were made.
Fein

Neuf and Zimmer in Coblenz
Coblenz. Carl Neuf and Frank Zimmer, Americans released from prison
In Briden, where they had been confined for their part In the attempt to
arrest G. C. Bergdoll, arrived here. A
Parlsdispatch which tells of the arrival of Neuf and Zimmer at Coblenz,
says that' according to a Havas message from Carlsruhe, it Is understood
that the American government has
agreed to pay Indemnity to the girl
wounded by a shof fired by one of the
Americans In an effort to stop Berg-dollautomobile.
's

Al. G. Field rs Dead.
Columbus, Ohio. Alfred Griffin (Al
G.) Field, premier of American minstrels,-Is
dead from Brlght's disease.
Born seventy-twyears ago in Lees-burVa., Mr. Field entered the theatrical business in 1880, organizing a
minstrel show which has operated
since. '"'
o

, Once Famous Singer Is Dead.
NoTwalk, Conn. Annie Louise Carey,
79, famaus prima donna of fifty yearns
ago; is dead. She was the widow of
Charles M. Raymond, a formed New
York banker, ami lived here since 1883.
Death was due to the Infirmities of
age. ' Annie Lauise Carey first sang
publicly In the Jlowe Baptist church,
Boston, at the age of 18. She retired
from opera in 1880. She sang on the
concert stage for n ytaf and retired
from professional life when she married Mr. Raymond

WORK DAYS
AND REST NIGHTS

...

j

Can you do it now? If you cant,
, there's something wrong.
Many find coffee a disturbing
element so wisely leave it off
and use

i

PostumGereal
Postumis a pure
containing nothing that
can possibly disturb
nerves or digestion.
You 11 find ftstum
has a delightful flavor that fully

jaer.

ThereYa Reason "forPostum
Made by Vostum Cereal Co.JL.nc.
Battle Creek,Mich.
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PUBLIC SALE.

A Home Bank For Home People

A bank account

comfort.

It is

Having decided to quit farming for the present, I will sell
at Public Auction at the.J.H.
Sansbury place, S miles southwest of Roy on
TUESDAY APRIL 12th 1921
Sale to begin at 10.30 A.M.Sharp
the following property:
10 - MILK COWS - 10
3 to 6 years old, Short Homs
and Holsteins, extra good milkers, and all will have calves at
side oi will have .them within
a few days of the sale.
,
6 HORSES
6
Black horse 5 years old, wt 1000
to 1200; Brown mare 6 years
old wt 1000; Span grey horses
5 years old wt 1900 or more; 2
saddle ponies.
One Case Tractor with plowá
and all equipment, in good shape
Two nice shoats;
100 Rhode
Island Red chickens.
FARM MACHINERY. ,
J.D. Lister; J.D. walking lister;
S
J.D. 2 row cora planter;
row lister cultivator; P. and O

drives away worry and brings

the beacon light pointing out the

pathway to peaceful old age. One dollar

will

BAN K OF ROY
Capital and
Surplus

$Z6,000.00

A

surprise birthday Party large supplement appearing ia
this weeks paper, advertising
the large sale of the R.P. Shaya
Company of this place.
The
large two page foldeV ad was
gotten up and outlined by E.A.
Flavell who is an artist in this
line of work and the S.A. Job
man is. indebted to Mr. Flavel
for his aid in getting out the
folder. Mr. Flavell has done
considerable ad writing and win
dow decoration in Roy and his
work is commented upon by the
public as the most artistic that
has been seen in Roy. Any one
needing work m this line done,
would do well to see him and get
his prices, which are very

was given March 31st at the
home of Mr. and Mrs. J. M.
Johnson in honor of Miss
Lusk. A very pleasant
evening was pcni,, an mailing
Miss Lusk many happy returns
of the day.
Literary was well attended
and with a good program closed
for the summer, will start
again Oct 29th, 1921.
Chas. Wright is taking a vacation this week with the
measles.
J. M. Beard and family,- J.G.
Green and family. Clem Davis
and wife, Fred Davis and wife,
II. W. Davis and daughter,
Nellie Bowman, O. J. Kershner,
Sherwood Brown, John Davis
Bill and Harry Burton were the
Sunday guests at the J. M.
Johnson home.
We hear Chas Wright has
traded his ranch for the A. R.

Jen-net- te

s
,

.

Brand School election was
held Monday. J. G. Green was
elected one of the school board.
There will be a' Pie supper
and program at the Brand
School house Saturday evening
April 23rd. Everybody come.
Air. and Mrs Koy freeman
are the proud owners of a new
Victrola.
Willis Johnson is' absent
from school his week with the
'
'
measles.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Davis are
the proud parents of a baby
girl, torn Wednesday morning
April 6th, everyone concerned
is, doing nicely, except Fred, he
will be alright in a few days
when he gets used to the word
'

',e

'

15 to 20

and

RUMLEY IDEAL SEPARATORS
BUT there is no drop in the workmanship and material of the

wife of
Passomonte were visitors in Roy
Saturday on their way to Red
River to enjoy an early spring

ADVANCE RUMLEY GOODS
They are still BACKED by the written guarantee, that holds good for
life'of the tractor, no strings tied to this guarantee. N

,

:

v
'tí-

X

The lections about tractors.
tures were given by means of
slides-whishowed the entire
workings of tractors as well as
the full mechanism of them.
ch

The. school

was

v

vv
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COME IN AND LET US SHOW YOU WHY THE OIL PULL IS
'
the best and most economial tractor built.

;

.

few weeks without license. The
law is very strict regarding- hun
ting
and fishing and afl those
,
FOR SALE
,
who wish to fish or hunt MUST
Hatching eggs. English Barren get
licenses. . .Fishinar with
S.C.W, Legórns. Heavy laying a seine is also prohibited. Please
govern yourselves accordingly
strain. $1 per 15: $6 per 100.
and don't blame me if you get
A. N. Brooks ,
Mosquero N. M in troubfe.
-

'

,

F.A.Roy,

Deputy Game Warden'

ne

In a nutshell, the attitude of
Milburni Outhouse arrived in
the American Farm Bureau Fed- ioy from Patoka Illinois Wed.
eration upon emergency tariff ánd will farm near Roy this;
legislation is that the farmer de- summer. It seems there is some;
mands the same protection thing at Roy that attracts
which industry receives. If industry demands a high tariff and
it is conceded to be good for the Martin- Desm, one of Taylor
whole country, then agriculture Springs big. ranchers was visitalso demands a high tariff. As ing at the Ratclif f and Heimanit
President J. R. Howard reiterat- homes the first of the week.
ed again- and again in Washing- Martin is looking fine and shows.
ton "If we sell on an unprotect- flittle effectSirom the cattle de- ed market, then we demand the precfatin
markets. JMartin says
right to buy on an unprotected the sun always shines
after the
market.
clouds float by.
Mil-bur- n.

.

-

Geo E. Cochrane

THE
AUCTIONEER
Mills, N. M.
Dates at this office.

You Dont Have To Ask A

FORTUNE TELLER

Fairview Pharmacy

where to go when you want to buy the best groceries in town or
where to get the BEST SERVICE for the S. E. Paxtfln Grocery Co.

The Roy Drug Store

fills the bill every minute of the day.

We want your patronage

and offer you the best groceries that money can buy and the best
service that we can give.
V

A complete line of;

No Special Sales

Drugs, Patent and Propriety Medicenes, Perfumes, Toilet Articles
and Stationery, Flashlights and Batteries,. Candies, Cigars and Tobaccos ,
.Okeh Recprds, Iódaks.and Eastnian suppjies.

UP

TO-ÜAT-

E

,

SODA FOUNTAIN

.V:

All the

latest Magazines and daily papers.

?

Just selling a little cheaper than the other

fellow

In other words we treat you so you can't help but notice

that

want !yeur trade and appreciate a chance to merit it

J

we

-

Watch this space every week.

:S.E.PAXTONf

All the Popular Drinks and Ices. Hot Drinks in season.

News stand,

Grocery Company
-

"A" Square Deal Every Day"
ESTABLISHED 1908

Dr. M. D. Gibbs
,

(Proprietor.)'

IS

ANDERSON MACHINE WORKS.

Best grade mohair top
meir pains.
cover for touring carsfonly
$11.50; guaranteed to fit
STEVENSON and ADAMS
Mills,
New Mexico.
and please. We defy mail order competiton on these NOTICE TO THE PUBLIC
'
r,
tops.
It has been called in mv at.
TheCase Tractor School which
PIONEER GARAGE
tention that á number, of perwas held in the Roy Theatre
NEW MEX sons have been fishing the past
Monday and Tueáday was well MOSQUERO
re-

m

V

FORD OWNERS

s

instruc-

ffrdi-th-

-"

,.7-

and

J. Burleson

fishing trip.

All calls answered
Day or Night.
Why let your live stock
suffer when we can relieve

attended and those present

I

Drag Harrow,

Harrow,

A.

GRADUATE
VETERINARIANS

ceived some valuable

per cent reduction on

Sil pull tractor s

TERMS: Jan. 1st, 1922 without
interest if paid when due, if not
paid when due to draw 10 per
cent from date.?10.00 and under
cash; 10 per cent discount for
sums over $10.00 when cash is
paid for same. Bankable notes
and aDuroved security, bettie
before removing property.
R. R. LEACH Owner.
Col. Wm. G. Johnson Auct.
F. L. Schultz Clerk.
Lunch at noon.

Vetcrinery and Surgical work

conducted by
experts from the Casé Factory
"daddy."
and Mr. Russellthe Local Agent
Ralph Freeman had the
is entitled to considerable credit
to almost lose his eye for having the school conducted
sight last week while chopping here as the rule is to have it in
wood, a stick struck him in the the larger cities only". On Tueseye.
day evening a set of four reels,
Mr. R. Purcell left Wednes- was run showing the great Case
day for Alva Oklahoma.
Factory and which was much
enjoyed by those present.
Ben iloskins ana iamny are
are visiting relatives and friends FOR SALE: 80 acres land 1
in and near Roy this week. Ben miles North of Solano.
Mrs. Martha Frank
has a dandy job at Dawson and
is making good in the coal town. 119 Emerick St. San Angelo, Tex
mis-fotu-

'

Pices.

brary table, 100 Egg Incupator,
30 Egg Incubator, and nume
rous of other articles.

-

isarentz store at Mills.

Lowers than Pre-wa- r

Milwaukee Mowing machine,
sulky rake, iron wheel wagon,
hay frame, cream separator,
complete blacksmith outfit;
HOUSEHOLD GOODS.
Six hole range, Dinning Table,
Buffet Cabinet, Wardrobé, Dres
ser, Set of Dinning chairs, Li

We wish to call the attention
to our readers this'week to the

t

7

J-.-

Disc

Prices

Pre-wa- r
BUT

.

start an account at our bank.

BRAND

Not

"

